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Special
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CAPT. F. B. BASSETT, JR.

POLES AND

U.

PRESIDENT'S NEW GRANDSON

S. CONSUL

BRITAIN WANTS

HELD CHILDREN'S

HANDS ON STOVE

IS STONED

HUNS MASS

AMERICANS

POLISH ARMY READY
AND PREPARING

FOR

MADE

GEN-

AND

GERMAN

ARRESTED

FULL INVESTIGATION

FOR CLA8H

WILL

EMPIRE

STATUS FIXED

HUNS' BILL WILL BE 35,000,000,000
IF PRESENT FIGURES

BE

BLAME

Fat steera, choice to prime. $16 25 1 17.00
Pat steers, trood to choice. 15.004 Ht.ll
Pat ateera. fair to good... 14.001 11.00
ll.OOi 11.50
Heifera,
prime

uowa, rat, good to choice., 10.151 11. SS
e.25i 10.26
Cowa, fair to good

fowi, medium to fair....
Cnwi, cannera

Bulla
Veal calves
Feedera. ernnil In ohnlna
Feedara, fair to good
Ktockera. Rood to choice...
Stockers, fair to good

Boas.

Good hogs

Paris, March 15. At a meeting of
Capt. F. B. Baasett, Jr., was apthe British empire peace delegation
from Tien Tsin suggested that
pointed commandant of the Great ports
taken
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Lakes naval training station to succead Amerleiin marines were to blame for of. President Wilson's grandson anil some aspects of the draft of the covethe recent disorders there, Inter rePoles are Htlll In the northwestern Captain Moffett.
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of Nations were
Woodrow
nnmesake.
Wilson
ports would seem to show that the who was born to Mrs. Francis Sayre. considered, especially as it affects the
part of llitt town. The Ukrainians are
Sayre. future of British naval
llso In tin' siihuilis of Weinberg ami
Japanese were also ut fault. It Is the
needs, accordyoungest daughter of the presiIS SOLVED claimed that Japanese military guards dent.
ing to Iteuter's Paris correspondent.
llong tin; whole. I'r.oinysl l.cmlirrg DIFFICULTY
Mr. Wilson paid his little grandA memorandum was submitted by the
entered the Urench concession and son a visit at
line, traffic there being completely
1'hiludelphla en route to British
there seized two America lis, and when New
Hopped.
admiralty bearing upon the
York, where he tool, the Georg
effects of the covenant on the navy
IN NEW YORK American officials Inquired of the Washington for France.
TO END TIE-UThe photoParis. Tin' liwiiiun milllnry and
Japanese police authorities if any
shows little Woodrow and his and making specific suggestions. It
HARBOR AND MAN BOATS.
Americans were being detained, they graph
civil authorities In upper Silesia, reIs understood that broadly the delegaiitrse. Miss Ruth Swisher.
tion agreed that In fixing future nn- ports from Warsaw sny, lire making TO
SCALE were given a negutlve answer, affordUNDER
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a report.
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Later American officials found two DRIVING
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REBELS the scattered British empire can be
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r
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by the government of a fleet
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tier id' Silesia. The (ieruiiiiia are sain decided by officials of the army, navy
told the President just what had
GERMANY.
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When the American marines
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One evening American marines who Kussin, Berlin advices received In veloping knotty problems.
agninst the lii'iniuiis, and have noti- miller a basic eight hour
on
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were entering a moving picture
fied the (ierinan outposts that the
Mr. Wilson has agreed on the naval,
Copenhagen und transmitted by the
In the French concession were atIs no longer In effect.
cltlThe dis- wage scale recently agreed upon with
telegraph say. All
military nnd air terms nnd the fronIhe liallroad Adiuinislralioii.
tacked by a crowd of Japanese armed zens appearing In the streets were tiers fixed for Germany, not objecting
patches suy thai the I'oles are rlinrgcil
officials of Ihe New York Hont Willi sticks.
violation- - of the armwith eighty-fouo allotting Danzig ns a port for
They managed to enter robbed and many were killed. Sev
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istice.
(lie theater, the proprietor of which eral persons were decapitated and the Poland.
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The amount of reparations Ger
the workers had refused to abide by telephoned the
it Is added, "have seized a secret
The situa- streets by female Spnrtncans. The many must pay could not be stated
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a National War Labor Hoard award, dispersed
tion of Tien Tain is said to be tense, government troops, It Is added, eon concretely, as France still Is undedepot of I'olish war supplies which
precipitated the strike, asserted that The matter has been referred lo the tlmie to kill every
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Flench legation here.
Riots have occurred In various Oer the principles agreed to by Great
tier." A noncommissioned officer and
had been informed by
man towns outside Iterlin and a Spar Britain nnd America regarding what
five civilians are reported to liavo pany already
officials that Its boats
Theodore P. tacan revolt has broken out hi Ham- items come under the reparations
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fol.
Washington.
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the American lega- burg, according to an Exchange Tele bill.
plot.
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In nny event, however, It is left for
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government.
deis faced with total
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struction hecaiisi- of the Ukrainian
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American minister Is Investigating. Spartacans.
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from a point near
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of
commandant
Hear Admiral Usher,
dead und four prisoners. The
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garded as of the grnvest Importance, a provision to right the "conspicuous
Paris. On President Wilson's arIt being declared to be In direct con injustice" arising out of prejudice be
Many Japs Killed In Action.
rival a series of conferences begun
Vliadivostok. Two companies of flict with one of President Wilson's tween the races.
May Refuse to Sign.
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An Japanese troops were virtually wiped fourteen
The test question for the which will hurt over the
London.
points, concerning such agreePresi- out by the Bolshevik! in fighting near ment and one relative to the
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right of
Herman delegates ut the peace
Stockholm. All the relatives of ofof small nations. It
ference will lie the west bank of the dent Wilson's attention is the length Stniinskoe, fifty miles northeast of
to be given (iermany to pay Blagnvestchensk. In a second battle Is held that if the decision of the ma ficers of the Eighty-sixtRussian reg
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her
delegates will be authorized to hrnk Is huge
tentatively fixed at thlrtj yenrs, the Japanees suffered ninety casual- It would of necessity carry with It af Guards as against the soviet govern
negotiations If this matter is forced with
the payment of about $1,000,000,-00ties. In the two engagements the Bol- firmation of Italy's claims to nearly ment, have been executed, according
iihiii them.
shevik I left COO dead on the field.
to a dispatch from Petrograd.
annually during that period.
all the eastern shore of the Adriatic
Germans Still Kicking.
Bandit Raid Border Ranches.
Acs Killed In Fall.
May Declare War Ended.
Bury Enemies Alive.
o'iihagen. If thp allies loaded
Sea Breeze, Fla. Maj. David McK.
Paris. The American peace deleColumbus, N. M. Col. James J.
the pence treaty with conditions going Honibrook, detailed to the
Stockholm. A Lithuanian scout de- Petersen, one of America's
temporary
officially gates are considering bridging over
tachment of eighteen men, surrounded recognized "aces,' was killed In the the period between the signature of
beyond President Wilson's fourteen command of the New Mexico
jxiints, the German National Assembly
100
ut
to
refused
Holshevlkl,
.lerge by
fall of his airplane at Daytona Beach. the peace treaty and the ratification
during Villa activities below the
would have to refuse its assent to the border,'
left here by automobile for surrender and fought to the Inst, the Major Petersen's home address Is of the treaty by the United States Sentreaty, Mathlas Erzbcrger, head of the llacliita to continue his investigation Lithuanian press bureau announced in Homesdale, Pa. The airplane
piloted ate by a modus vlvendl declaring hosGerman armistice commission, de- of the Villa movements near Ascen- Stockholm.
Fifty of the Bolshevik! by Major Petersen and in which Lieut. tilities ended as of date of the signaclared in an address at a Iterlin meetsion. Nothing has been heard from were killed. The enemy, according to F. X. Paverslck was a passenger, ture, so not to delay the termination
ing favoring the formation of a real "Bunk" Spencer, the negro foreman the bureau, threw the Lithuanians, dropped nose forward after reaching a of certain war legislation and to en
of Nations, according to a disthe Ojitos rands who, with his many of them still alive. Into one big height of about seventy-fivfeet. able the resumption Immediately of
patch from the German capital. The wife and ten Mexican ranch families, grave. The T indies were removed by Major Petersen was killed Instantly normal trade, while affording the
matter then would be left to a refer- were being held nt Ojitos and Janos their countrymen after the Bolsheviks and Lieutenant Paverslck was
injured Senate the necessary time for con
endum of the German nation, be said. for ransom.
left.
sideration.
seriously.
London, Murch

18.

Ukrainian troops

have enturcU I'rzeuiysl, according to
The
I Oertnnn wireless dispatch.
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Allies Extend Lines.
I'orlin. British and French forces,
according to reports received here,
have itdviuiced their outposts from the
limits of their present bridgeheads at
foptgne anil Mainr, reflectively. A
dispatch from Frankfort says
'tliat the French have occupied the Rid-dI'ridge across the Main in the western part of the suburb of Rodelheim.
The French are said 'to have posted
notices saying that the passage was
rinsed to all traffic.
Smh-Ih-

I

a

To Enforce Prohibition.
Washington. Five hundred of the
best special officers of the internal
revenue bureau are being organized
by Ihiniel I Porter, assistant chief of
a cents, to operate in M?w
Vork upon the day prohibition becomes
e'lw-tive- .
The action of the government is the first indication of how
Chief
prohibition will be enforced.
'.trier will direct all. of the law en
forcement In the second revenue district, with full authority to build up
his own oiranlzatloa.

Marines Attack Jap Consul.
Peking. American marines have
raided the Japanese concession at Tien
Tsin, forcing their way Into the Japanese consulate and assaulting the
consul, according to dispatches received here. The trouble Is said to
have been caused by the rough treatment given American soldiers, who became disorderly in the Japanese quarter of the city. Japanese soldiers
drove out the Americans with fixed
bayonets. It Is Mid, wounding two of
them seriously.

Food for Fleet,
Berlin. Under Secretary of State
von Braun, before leaving Berlin to
participate in the conference at Brussels regarding the turning over by
Germany of her mercantile, fleet and
securities In exchange for food, received the correspondent
and Informed him that Germany was prepared' to surrender her entire fleet
and conclude an agreement In return
for a definite agreement specifying
the amount of food deliverable until
the next harvest.

Would Form Government.
Vienna. The Inhabitants
of tlu
German language islet of Oottscbee
In Carniola, consisting of one fair
sized town, and 171 villages, has pre
sented the American commission on
der Prof. Coolidge, who Is stndyini
problems, a memo
randum for transmission to Paris and
tVashlagton, asking permission for the
formation of a neutral republic under
the protectorate of the American people. The Oottscbee district to to Jug
Slav territory.
Austro-Hungaria- n

following;

28
23
18

Live Poultrf.
9 lbs. or over
Hens, ib
Ducks, young;
Geese

Turkeya,

Springe
Broilers. Hi to

2

25
20
26

,,. 22

Qeene
Rooatera

20
12

024
021
014

26
25
18
16
18

S27
020
017
022
30

lba.

Etas.

Eggs, strictly fresh, case count. (10.25
flutter.
Creameries, ex. 1st grade, lb stor- , .59
Creameries, 2d grade (cold
.62
age), lb
4d
Process butter
0
stock
Packing
Vegetables.
800
,..$8.00 1 o.vv
Beans, Navy, cwt
t.uvw .15
ueans, t'lnto, cwt
.130
Lieans. Lima, lb
.300 .35
Beana, green, lb
Held Their Hands on a Hot Stove.
.30
,,.
Beans, wax, lb
2.50
2.000
Beeta, new, cwt
the marks of the burns they received Bruasels
.170 .20
sprouts
2.00
n month ago when their father pun- Cabbage, Colo
.90 0 1.00
Carrntn. cwt
ished them.
.17
.16
0
lb
Cauliflower,
IJU
Besslnger admitted that, angered by Celery, homegrown, aoi.... .DBW 8.5C
h.
1.000
dos
h.,
Cucumbers,
to
the loss of a pair of curtains
which
1.500 1.76
head, dos
the children had set fire while playing Lettuce,
.750 .85
Onions, table, doc
5.000 6.00
cwt
Onions,
with matches, he held their bands on a
1.400 2.00
new, cwt
hot stove while they screamed with Potatoes,
.300 .35
Radishes, long hothouse...
.350 .40
hothouse..
Radishes, round,
pain.
1.50 0 1.75
cwt
Turnips,
'I wanted to teach them a lesson,"
he declared.
HAY AND GRAIN MARKET.
F. O. B, Denver, Carload Prices,
Despite the sympathy bestowed on
the children by the court attaches,
liar.
Mrs. Besslnger defended her husband,
Buying Prices.
per ton. .122.00023.00
who was fined $200 and costs, but the Colorado upland,
20.00021.00
Nebiaska, per ton
payment of the fine was postponed Prairie Hay, Colorado and
20.00021.00
Nebraska, per ton
while an investigation was made.
23.00024.00
ton ......
iimotny, perton
'He earns our living," the mother Alfalfa,
19.000 20.00
per
22.00023.00
South
ton....
Park, per
declared. "Don't send him to prison."
21.00022.00
Gunnison Valley, per ton
6.00
5.00
Straw, per ton
MANIAC WRECKS A CHURCH

(rain.

Smashes Stained Windows and Pews
In Pennsylvania Institution
With Crowbar.

--

Neu-koli- n

Dressed Poaltry.
prlcea on dreaaed
t). B. Denver:
20

The

rike-boun-

'

li.00011.1
10.1091I.VO
1.600 t.TI
I1S.60 01I.TI

poultry are net F.
TUrkavi. Nn 1b
Turkeya. old toms
Turkeys, choice ..
nena
Ducka, young

i

ariu-istic-

13.501

Sfcre.
fat. light
Iamba, fat, heavy....
Ewea, good to choice.
Ewea, feedera

pre-wa-

i

11.60'

Lambs,

i

havc-heei-

. 00
7.60
9.16
16.16
14.60

8.00i
( 00

T.OOl

Western Newvpaper Union News Service.

Western Newspaper t'nion News Service.
risking, .March 17. While early re-

Western Newspnper t'nion News Service.

Bervlce

Cattle.

Chicago. Three small children, who
were the unconscious cause of the arrest of their father, Joseph Bessingcr
of Chicago, cowered behind the skirts
of their mother In court while the pris
oner explained to the judge the method
of pedagogy he used In rearing his
family. Little Frank, Michael and
Susie showed their scabby bands with

STAND.

PLACED.

ERAL ADVANCE.

SCATTERED

QUOTATIONS
Chicago Father Uses Unusual
Weatsrn Newspaper Union News
Method, of Pedagogy in
DENVER MARKETS.
Rearing Family.

MUST BE PROTECTED WITH
BIG NAVY.

LEGATION.

PRZEMYSL

IN

TROOPS

WIDELY

MARINES AND JAPS MIX IN TIEN
TSIN AT THE AMERICAN

ARE ENTRENCHED IN
SILESIA READY FOR THE
POLES.

GERMANS

MARKET

SEA CONTROL

Philadelphia.
Becoming violently
Insane while seated In a hotel In
August Puren, thirty-thre- e
years old, standing more than six feet
In height and of a most powerful physique, ran wild through the streets and
did considerable damage to the post
office and the Presbyterian church before he was subdued.
Puren first dashed Into the post of
fice, where he smashed every window
In the building. Bushing from the post
office he picked up an Iron crowbar on
the street and entered the fashionable
Presbyterian church.
Here he smashed the pulpit, church
pews, stained glass windows, and tore
the pulpit Bible and hymn books to
shreds until five policemen subdued
him.

He said he was depressed because
his sweetheart had jilted him.

f

Longs 50 Years for Drink;
Curiosity Is Now Satisfied
All his married life of GO years
John O'Biley, seventy, of Kansas City, Mo., had been Intending to get drunk, Just to see how
it would feel. Knowing nationwide prohibition was coming
John decided delay was dangerous, so he carried out his
ambition.
Mrs. O'Rlley had him arrested.
Husband and wife faced Judge
Caslmer Welch In court. John
"
was a
drunk, she
said.
"In that case I'll release him,"
said the judge.
"I'll never do It again, judge ;
my curiosity has been satisfied,"
O'Rlley said.
"good-natured-

Oata, Neb. 100 lbs., buying
Corn chop, sack, selling
Corn in sack, selling

.,12.46
3.1
2.05
4.00
White cornmeal, per 100 lba
4.00
Yellow cornmeal per 100 lba
2.34
Gluten feed, sacked, selling
Bran, Colo., per 100 lbs. selling.. 1.7

Flour.
Hungarian Patent, 98 lba., sacked,
$5.14
subject to 48discount
lbs., sacked, subHungarian,
2.57
ject to discount
Hungarian, 24 lba., Backed, sub- 1.32
ject to dlacount
HIDES AXD PK1.TS.

(Quotations furnished by Charles
Friend & Co., Inc.)
Dry Fllt Hides.
29c
Butcher, 16 lbs. and up
29c
Butcher, under 16 lbs
27c
Fallen, all weights
17c
Hulls and stags
14c
Culls
Dry salted hides, 6c per lb. less.
to two- Dry horsehldes
thirds price of green salted.
urr r unt maea.
2 He
Wool pelts
230
Short wool pelts
17c
Hutcher shearings No. 1
No. 2 and murrain shearlings
8c
Bucks, saddles and pieces of pelts. 15c
urem saitea1 Hides. Ktc.
Heavy cured. No. 2 (over 25 lbs.). 14c
No.
(over 25 lba.). 13c
Heavy cured
1
one-ha-

lf

10c
Hulls, No.
Bulla. No. 2
.09c
08o
Gluea, hidea and skina
16018c
Kip. No. 1
14016C
Kip, Wo. 2
Calf, No. 1
26028a
Calf, No. 2
24026c
Part-cure- d
hides, lc per lb. less than

cured.
Oreen hides. 2c per Ib. leas
cured.
Greea Salted Horaehldea.
No.
No.

1
2

Headless. 50c less.
Pontea and glue

than

37.000)6.00
6.0006.00
1.0002.00

Miscellaneous Markets.
Metal Markets.
Colorado Settlement Prices.
Bar silver. (1.01 Vi.

Copper, lb., 15c.

Iad.

$5.25.

Spelter, (6.22H.
Tungsten, per unit, $12.00 15.00.
Price ef Sugar.
New York. Sugar Centrifugal, T.2I.
Cut loaf, 10.60; crushed. 10. 5; mould
A. 9.60; cubes, 9.75; XXXX powdered.
9.20; powdered. 9.15: fine granulated
and diamond A. 9.00; confectioners' A.
8.90; No. 1. 8.85.

Cash Urala la Chirac.

KEPT VOW

NEVER

TO

WED

Corn No. 3 yellow, $1.434
Chicago.
No. 4 yellow. $1.4201.43; No. S
31.3901.4OH.
yellow,
Oats No. 1 white, 61062c; standard,

f)1.4;

61i62V4c.
Wealthy Bachelor Left Gift to Girl
Who Had Rejected Him
Years Ago.

Rye

No. 2.

$1.4901.49.

Ilarley 89U098C.
Timothy $7.60010.50.
Clover Nominal.
Pnrk Nominal.
Lard $27.12.
Ribs $26.00 0 25.50.
At CfcleaK.
Chicago.
Hogs Bulk of sales. $19.11
019.60; butchers. $19.25019.60;
light.
$18.85019.40:
$18.00019.30;
018.00: Dlars. rond Ia
throwouta. $17.25packing.
choice, $17.00018.16.
vatue ueer cattle, rood, choice and
prime. 81f.8602O.36: Common anri mo.
dlum,
butcher stock,
$10.65016.86;
cowa and heifera. $7.26016.75: cannera
and cutters. $6.0007.26; stockers and
gooa. choice and prime. $11.25
leeaera,
e 16.25: inferior, common and
medium,
$8.25011.25;
veal, calves, runs
choice, $17.600 18.00.
8heep Lambs, choice and prime,
$19.750 19.90; medium and good. $18.6S
.
culls. 115.25b 17 fill:
I 19.75:
choice and prime, $13.85014.25;
medium and good, $11.25013.85; culls,

New Bedford, Mass. "I shall never
marry another woman," Charles Wal
lace told the sweetheart of his boyhood, Miss Nancy Butler, when ahe
broke off their engagement In New
Bedford, Mass., many years ago. Miss
Bntler soon after moved to Provi
dence, R. L, where she was twice married. Fourteen years ago she aaw
Mr. Wallace for the last time.
few days ago she was notified that
Mr. Wallace had died In Manchester,
N. H a wealthy bachelor, and that
In his will he had made a bequest of
$10,000 and his automobile to the wom$6.0009.00.
an he had loved In his youth.

w--

lf

dawe.
rkleaa;)
Mother Killed Five Children.
Butter Creamery. 50058a.
Chicago.
Eggs Firsts, tftttc! nrdinnw tirmtm
Slonx Falls, 8. D. After she had
shot each of her five children In the 3Jc at mark, cases Included.
Potatoes Wisconsin anntemple, Mrs. Clara Hanson shot herMinnesota. $1.4001.60.
self In the head, and Is now in a criti $1.01.7O: Alive,
Poultry
unchanged.
cal condition. The children had been
I1L and ahe is
The cotton futures rider to the
alleged to have said that
she did not want to see them suffer.
guarantee wheat price bill; which was
signed by President; Wilson; fias beFather Shot Self en Children's Grave. come effective.' Under It,
only tTilrteea
Springfield. Mass. Melancholy since
of cotton from low middling
the death of Ms four children from in- grades
up can be delivered on future confluenza, John Me) cher, sirty-tw-o
years tracts and all cotton so delivered most
eld. went to their graves and then
be classified by government graders.
red a bullet Into his head.
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through the generous openings, the reception hall, living room and dining
room, are practically one room, givwhich
ing a sense of spaciousne
would not be obtained If euch room
ARE SUBSTANTIAL wasTheshut off, i room is also of
good
dining
As this
slr.e, being 11 by 14 feet.
also Is a corner room. It Is extraorProvide Homes That Will Last dinarily light and cheerful, there being
three windows nt the end and one
for Generations.
at the buck. Off the dining room and
back of the reception hull la the
kitchen, 11 to 13 feet. A good sized
COST NEED NOT BE LARGE pantry opens off the kitchen at the
back, making the refrigerator acces
sible for Icing from the back porch.
The upstairs arrangement of room
Design Shew Attractive Building That
U Modern in Design and at the
Same Time Economical in
Construction.

BRICK HOUSES

By WILLIAM A. RADFORD.
Mr. William A. Radford will answer
questions and give advice FREE OP
COST on all subjects pertaining to the
subject of building, for the readers of this
paper. On account of bis wide experience
as Editor, Author and Manufacturer, be
Is, without doubt, the highest
on all these subjects. Address all authority
to William A. Radford. No. 1627Inquirlea
Prairie
avenue, Chicago, III., and only enclose
three-cestamp for reply.
Everyone who lives or hits lived In

mam

ksm

li

Roof

I

Second Floor Plan
Is unique.
There Is one large bed'
room 14 by 12 feet, over a portion of

both the living and dining room. Thla
tins three windows at the end and la
a delightful sleeping nnd sitting room.
Large closets on either side of the
room will appeal to the housekeeper,
The hall leads directly to this large
room and off It is a bedroom at tha
front and another at the rear of the
house. The bnthroom opens off the
end of the hall.
While a description of the arrangement of a house nnd the dimension!
of the rooms does not always give
a very good ideu of Its interior, the

-I- I 'JUL

well-nig- h

plan vlsunllzes It much better.
careful study of the first and second floor plans given herewith will
reveal to the render how many nre the
fine features of this brick house.
Home la Good Investment.
Owning a home of this character Is
ns great an asset as being the owner
of Liberty bonds. Both are the best
investment any man can make. The
former provides a place for the family to live In the years to come and
the latter provide the wherewithal to
maintain it. Prosperity begets prosperity and there is no place more prosperous than a community that is made
and not renters.
tip of
The quicker a man gets into the former
class, the better citizen he becomes
and the better chance he has to be
prosperous.
The principal reason why the modern American head of a family does
not own his home Is that he feels
that assuming the responsibility of
paying for it Is not worth the effor
A talk with any
will soon
dissipate this idea. The banks are
filled with money that the prosperity
of the country has brought and they
are looking for sound investments.
And there Is no Investment a bank
would rather make than loaning
money to a man who wants to build
A small percentage of the
a home.
cost is all that is needed to get
home; the balance can be paid In
place of the rent that the tenant pays
to his landlord.
With the government urging building, just as It urged everyone to buy
Liberty bonds, there Is added to the
Investment In a home the feeling that
he who builds Is a good patriot
"Build a home" this spring and next
spring see how much happier you are,
and, what is better, how happy your
family will be.
floor
A

home-owne-

w

u'.ir.

Dingm'gRm.

i4n'

home-own-
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case and becoming a part of the

IS

lub-

ricant

Very Poor Lubricant
"Oil, diluted with gasoline, becomes
a mighty poor lubricant and will
leave the cylinders dry If allowed to
continue unchecked. Thla will cause
wear and necessitate the replacing of
some vital part of the Internal mechanism of the motor. Wrist pins, cylinders and pistons are very apt to suffer from this gasoline leakage with
great danger of burnt out connecting
rods and main bearings.
"Motorists can avoid this trouble
and gain assurance of a perfect seal
between piston and cylinder walls by
the use of a good motor oil, of course,
and the frequent draining of the oil
In the crank case.
"If owners will drain off the old oil
In a crank case often say once every
two weeks In cold weather, and once
a month during the summer and replenish with fresh oil, there need be
no fear of the oil deteriorating and
losing Its original lubricating quulities.
Five dollars spent this way mny save
a bill of from fifty to one hundred
dollar in a season for necessary repairs, xhe frequent changing of oil
In the crank case during a period of
seven months would not amount to the
price of one piston and It only takes
ten minutes' time to muke the change."

VERY DAIICEBODS

One may aa well try to describe with
fust Ice the prater of an active volcano
as to describe the jungle of Malay.
Liquid Going Into Crank Case DiFrom without one sees a dense for
lute Lubricating Oil Within
est of very Irregulnr height and of tht
most vivid green imaginable. Here
Very Short Period.
and there towering above the others
one sees Immense trees 200 feet hlh
or more.
From without the jungle
looks Impenetrable, and so It Is, except KKOnlEDGEOF LUiRICATlOIi
by
tracks, or by hacking
one's way through, as I have done, tor
ISO miles.
Motorists Can Avoid Trouble by Use
Within the jungle all la gloom, ex
of Good Motor Oil Need Be no
cept overhead, where one can see tl
Fear of Deterioration If Oil
misty light that filters up through the
Is Changed Frequently.
delicate follnge. All the trees shoot
straight up, fliere being practically no
"I am not at all anxious that moIn torists should consider me a crank
horizontal branches from them.
fnct, there are no trees that resemble or a calamity bowler," said Max
the oak or other
trees.
who has attracted considerable
The ground Is nearly always damp attention
through the country by his
or even slushy In places, and Infested
pertinent tips to automobile
with lund leeches that crawl up one' frequent "but
I certainly do want
owners,
clothing nnd gorge themselves on your folks to know more about their cars
blood. The atmosphere Is steamy, bui
and the proper cure of them.
far cooler than out In the open. I have
"I believe motorists cannot know
taken the temperature just within the too much about lubrication and luSO
to
und
be
It
de
found
about
jungle,
oils.
Lack of knowledge
grees, but on placing the thermometer bricating
means loss of pleasure, loss of time
out In the sun It has rapidly reached
and oftentimes, considerable loss of NOVEL VEHICLE WHEEL TIRE
the temperature of 148 degrees.
And there Is one underlying
money.
reEarly In the morning the jungle
of
the subject which is often Construction So Designed That Rephase
sounds with the cries of the monkeys overlooked
siliency Can Be Readily Regulated
by motorists and yet which
just waking up. About 0:30 the) Is the base of many lubricating troufor Cushion Effect
cease and the ordinary day noises of
to what Is commonly
bles.
refer
I
birds, and the steady hum of Insects known as
The Scientific American In Illustrat'gasoline leakage.'
prevail. The frequent tap of woodpecking and describing a vehicle wheel
of Leakage.
Cause
ers, the croak of huge treefrogs and
is generally tire, the Invention of O. Lezcano Y.
"Gasoline
leakuge
the call of the peacock and argus caused
a certain amount of mix- Nerey of New York, says :
by
through the jungle. ture which Is not burned and finds Its
pheasant
This Invention relates to tires of
Every now and then one hears a funitl-ia- r way Into the crank case, diluting the that type In which the tread Is formed
and the clucking oil
and destroying its lubricating quali- by a plurality of separate tire secof a hen nnd Imagines one must he
10 per cent to 30 per cent In
ties
from
near a farm, until It Is realized that
from two weeks to a month's time, deIt Is only the Jungle fowl, the ancestor
pending upon weather conditions. Thla
of all domestic poultry.
means
on the compression stroke
Toward sunset, about six o'clock, some ofthat
mixture from the
the
there suddenly bursts out a perfectly combustion gaseous
chamber leaks past the
and
of
shrieking
deafening din. buzzing
piston rings and condenses in the
Insects. It Is no exaggeration to state crank
case. This action Is due to the
sunat
life
Insect
that the noise of the
fact that the oil does not perfectly
to
set makes It practically Impossible
between the cylinder
seal the
hear oneself speak. This continues un- walls and space
the
rings. In some
piston
darkness
til about seven o'clock, when
has been so
Instances
this
leakage
conhas set In and then it dies away
marked that oil taken from a crank
one
siderably. Throughout the night
due to the large amount of gasoA Side View of the Tiro.
hears all kinds of queer noises that case,
line present, exploded when touched
were nhsent during the day.
with a match.
tlons yieldingly mounted on the body
With luck, you mny hear the growl
"Of course It is obvious that gaso- or frame structure or tne tire, 'ine
nnd roar of a tiger, hunting some poor line Is not a
lubricant. And It general object is to provide a construcanimal. Frequently one hears a great does not take good
to de- tion of tires so designed that the re
much
commotion among the birds and mon- termine what will speculation
happen to a motor siliency can be readily regulated to
keys that had been sleeping In some if no steps are taken to prevent the Insure the best cushioning ertect ior
tull tree, as their slumber Is disturbed
gasoline from leaking Into the crank the vehicle.
by a smike that has climbed up and
caught one of them. A common sound
Is the despairing shriek of a jungle
EXHIBITION OF RESCUE WORK BY RESCUE
fowl caught by some wildcat. Occaa
disturbed
is
one's
by
sleep
sionally
CORPS OF DEPARTMENT OF MINES IS GIVEN
loud crashing of trees and the trumIn
of
fuet,
of
herd
a
elephants.
peting
the Jungle teems with life and death,
G.
Carveth Wells, lu
and
day
night
Oregon Journal.
d

o

Carburetor Uses Kerosene.

he the bungalow for the small
family; the larger frame house for
the large family, and the head of the
family who wants something different
and at the same time wishes to build
for the future will select a brick
house.
Illustration
The
accompanying
shows a style of brick house that hns
the advantage of being constructed
of a
permanent material,
and Is planned to provide all the com
forts of the modern home. There nre

p

Noiaes of Animals, Birds, or Insects
Never Completely Stilled In the
Jungles of Mslay.

GAS LEAKAGE
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will
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short-trunke- d
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Mimiil town knows or can remember
"the brick house." The owner usually
was the most affluent member of the
community. Not that the brick house
cost so much more than the others,
but just the word "brick" conveyed
the thought of stability.
Bricks and brick houses are almost
as old us civilization. True, the bricks
of centuries ago did not compure with
the bricks of today, but the ancients
fashioned blocks of clay In the warmer
climates, allowed them to bake in the
sun and constructed houses of them.
And they lasted and supplied a home
for generation after generation.
These are the reasons that brick
bouses are popular. They give an air
of stability, because they are stable
themselves. The man who builds a
brick house builds not only for himself nnd his family, but for generations to come.
In the era of home building that Is
opening this spring, there will be
erected homes of all types. There

ALWAYS TEEMING

Living
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I

Floor Plan

no frills about this architectural design, but the house has the air of
solidity, the convenience of arrangement and the graceful exterior that
everyone wants in this type of a
home.

Square Appearance Removed.
While the front porch and the gable
above It have taken away the effect,
the house itself Is practically square.
There are no angles to the walls,
which makes for economy In construction. However, by the additions noted,
the square appearance hns been taken
away and an economical, solid and
attractive home has been designed.
The dimensions of the house, exclusive of the porch projections, are
29 feet 4 inches by 26 feet 5 inches.
The front porch Is of good size anil
with the broad door opening makes
an attractive appearance.
The kovse contains six rooms, a
large reception hall and bathroom.
Downstairs are living and dining
rooms, reception hall and kitchen, and
upstairs are three bedrooms and the
bath.
The reception hall is 10 feet 6
Inches by 0 feet 6-- Inches. The stairway to the second floor Is at one side,
while double doors lead Into the living room, which Is 16 feet 6 inches
by 12 feet 6 inches. Three windows
t the front and one at the side make
It a bright and pleasant room. While
no fireplace baa been provided In this
design, it will be noticed In the accompanying floor plan that the flues
run through the wall at one corner
e
and It will be an easy matter to
one.
Sense of Spaciousness.
The dining room Is connected with
tha Urine room hr colonnade. Tina.
pro-Tid-

An automatic carburetor has been
developed In Englund for which astonishing claims ure made. The details
of Its construction are withheld, but
Its performance Is Bald on good au-

thority to be remarkable. During a
demonstration test It was used on a
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motorcycle. The stnrt was made with the
engine cold and the float chamber half
tilled with gasoline. The change to
kerosene, while under way, produced
no noticeable difference In the performance of the engine. There was no
Knocking on grades, no smoke, no
odor. The cylinders tired crisply, the
pickup was quick, the firing regular nt
all speeds, and the power all that could
be desired. It Is even claimed that.
with the new carburetor, a gallon of
kerosene will drive the motorcycle
add sidecar the unheard-o- f distance of
UK miles, but there is no otHclul con
firmutlon of this statemert.

Learning Deadly Aim.
The skill with which American gun
ners frustrated the attacks of
was due, In a large measure, to the
use of an Ingenious target for gun
practice during the voyages. The device consisted of a framework, about
thirty feet long and five feet wide,
built to be drawn through the water,
with an Imitation conning tower and
periscope mounted on the upper aide.
It was drawn behind the ship by
means of two cables attached one above
the other. By pulling on the upper one,
the upper side of the frame was made
to project forward, causing the target
to rise to thet surface, while by pulling on the lower ruble the device
would quickly submerge. Officers out
of sight of the gunners manipulated
the apparatus, frequently changing
the range by paying out or taking In
the cables.

Getting Rid of Marble Waste.
The waste of a Vermont marble
quarry is reduced by --rushers and
Iron Coins In History.
inch or
rolls to fragments of one-haIron coins, which have been intro- less, and Is then burned Into quicklime.
duced Into It 'y through the scarcity The rotary kiln for this purpose la 8
of copper,- were first revived for mod feet In diameter and 20 feet long, inern Europe by Austria soon after the clined 4 per cent from the horizontal.
great war began. They are no novelty, It Is driven by a belt from a
but a kind of Darwinian "reversion to power motor, and has a speed of 0.9 to
1.5 revolutions per second. Producer
type" in the evolution of numlsraat'
lea. Cumbrous Iron and bronie Ingots gas introduced at the lower end yields
formed a medium of exchange long a temperature of 2,200 degrees K.
before Pheldon, king of Argos, 'struck This converts the rock fragments Into
the first silver coins In the temple of quicklime by driving off the carbon.c
at Aeglna, which was acid gas, and the hot material drops
the
the earliest European mint Coins of from the lower end of the kiln Into a
In thla
Iron circulated for centurlea among rotating cooling cylinder.
the Chinese, hut finally fell to a third cylinder the dra't of air passing to
of their value owing to the dishon- the burning gas cools the product for
the storage bins.
esty of the government.
lf
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Ireland's Many Beauties.
There Is something In the soli of Ire
land, In Its lakes and woods. Its rocks
and hills, that carries a long, long memory. So It is that many of Its natural
bf aulies have been chronicled in legend
or poem, and the world Is familiar by
So the
picture with spots unseen.
world forms Idealized pictures of Kll- larney, of the great Shannon, of Tarn,
of the Rock of Cashel. of Galway, of
the Races, of Tipperary, of Blarney
castle, of Drogheda, Kerry, Killaloe,
Derry and the many sweet remembered
spots enshrined la the songs of devoted Irish hearts.

I

Captain Rene FoncVs Record.
The highest official score for bringing down Hun flyers, according to Flying, goes to Ohptaln Rene Fonck of
the French army. Before the armistice waa signed he was officially credited with 73 Boche planes, but vlr
ttrnlly he brought down over 100. On
two different occasions he brought
down six machines in a few minutes.
Fonck waa a wonderful flyer and was
among the first to perform the "barrel" maneuver during an aerial battle.
The French government has conferred
on him nearly every decoration la Its
power to slve. Scientific American.
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Giving First Aid to Miner "Overcome."
In conjunction with the trial blasting held by the department of mines
near Pittsburgh, an exhibition of rescue work by the rescue corps of the
mining department was given. The photo shows the men of the rescue corps
men while administering to one of their
exhibiting their prowess as first-ai.
The
number "overcome" while helplug to "rescue" victims in a mine cave-inmotortruck was built especially to carry their complicated outfit
d

ADJUSTMENT

OF CARBURETOR

I

VENT FOR MUFFLER

CUT-OU- T

Trouble Frequently Experienced Can
Necessary to Insure Gasoline Economy
Bs Avoided by Following DiRich Mixture Will Causa
rections Given.
Loaa of Power.
Keen your carburetor properly ad
A
justed to Insure gasoline economy.
rich mixture will overheat the engine
and cause carbon In cylinder heads, besides losing power. A lean mixture
will give loss of power and may set Are
to the carburetor.
To test for rich mixture open the air
valve allgVly, admitting more air. If
the engine speeds up the mixture is
too rich. Close down silently on spray
nozzle or low speed adjustment
To test for lean mixture pull out
the choke knob on dash a short distance. If engine speeds up the mix
ture Is too lean, and needs to nave
the low speed adjustment opened
slightly.
Having adjusted these to your sat
isfaction throttle down engine and
then open throttle suddenly. Engine
should pick up speed smoothly and
rapidly and should not backfire at
carburetor.
If It backfires the mix
ture should be made richer from high
speed adjustment
In winter the mixture should be
slightly richer, but the above tests
should be used to make sure the
change Is In the right direction and
that the mixture does not become too
rich.
Anti-Ru- st

Lubricant.

This Is the time of year to app'.y
anti-rulubricant to the spring lev
ers. The best compound ol tms sort
may be made by heating a pound of
old India "rubber and mixing It with a
pound of grease and half a pound of
st

graphite.

Trouble Is frequently experienced In
cutting the vent for a muffler cut-ovent prevents free moveA
ment of the butterfly valve used on so
Here Is a way of cutmany
ting a satisfactory vent: Cut the exhaust pipe with a hacksaw through
half of the pipe diameter. Then saw
a parallel slit and finally another dlv
In this way two
agonally across.
points can be bent and sawed off. A
little asbestos packing makes a tight
cut-out-

cut-o-

joint

PACKING

FOR

PUMP GLANDS

Asbestos Rope Thoroughly Soaked In
Cylinder Oil and Covered With
Graphite la Favored.

Either wlcklng, lead or graphite or

asbestos rope packing
should be used for packing water-pum- p
glands. When the asbestos is
used It should be soaked thoroughly
In cylinder oil and covered with fine
flake graphite.
It should be colled
around the shaft in the direction of
turn of the gland nut and this latter
should not be tightened more than
enough to prevent leakage of water.
The wrench should not be put on thla
loose-twiste- d

nut

Proper Gasoline Level.
gasoline level Is too high the
carburetor will be flooded, while it It
Is too low there will be a tendency to
ward lean mixture and difficult start
ing. For satisfactory operation it is
Important that the carbureter float be
adjusted so that the gasoline level Is
of an Inch beabout
low the outlet of the lowest nozzle.

If the

Wire Nails.
The tool box of every motortruck
Billions In It
ought to contain a- - small package of
It Is estimated the automobile In
wire nails of assorted sices. These
will serve many emergency purpose, dustry has $1,297,000,000 invested la
as cotter pins, for instance.
this country.

OF OBJECTIONABLE STUMPS BY
USE OF DYNAMITE IS MOST ECONOMICAL

REMOVAL
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Getting Land Into Shape by Blowing Out Stumps.

(Prepared

of the stump high In the air Indicate
an excessive charge.

by the United States Department of Agriculture.)

Explosives can be used to advantage

in cleuring most laud. Either alone or
In combination with burning methods
or pullers, explosives, If used efficiently, will materially reduce the cost of

stumping.
Dynamite Is a means of rapid clearing, and when It Is used there Is no
capital tied up In Idle machinery after
the cleuring Is completed. If it is not
possible to reduce the acre cost for
stumping machinery to a reasonable
Ggure, blasting Is the most economical
method, except perhups the burning
methods, to use In stumping small
tructs. If In douht whether to use dynamite alone In stumping It is advisable
box and experto get a 25 or
iment to find how much It requires to
blow out some average stumps on the
tract However, It Is usually found
more economical to use dynamite than
to depend upon labor for doing the
work.

It is difficult to clear the earth from
the roots of stumps In clay soil. Where
stumps are shot clear of the ground
there is loss adhering earth than
where they nre crucked and pulled.
Perhaps In cluy soil It would be more
economical to shoot the stumps clear
of the ground.
Cost of Explosives.
If explosives are bought In small
quantities the cost Is rather lilRh. To
reduce the cost it Is recommended that
several farmers club together and buy
In large quantities.
Careful, experlJ
pneed persons can safely do the work
with high explosives, but no one should
attempt to use them until he thoroughly understands the best and safest
methoTls of handling. Vurlous brands
of explosive require different methods
of handling, nnd full and detailed Information as to the best ways of using
them Is absolutely essential. For this
reason, the render Is advised to study
wllh extreme care the Instructions Issued by the manufacturer of the brand
of explosive which he proposes to use.
If dynamite is to bo handled In cold
weather, study very carefully the manufacturers' instructions on thawing
dynamite. Muny accidents have happened through Ignorance or carelessness in thawing. The blasting cups
are much more sensitive than the dynamite itself, and should be handled
with great care. A cap crimper is an
inexpensive tool, and Its use may prevent serious accidents.
Best Time to Blast.
The best time to blast stumps Is
when the ground Is saturated with water.
The explosive works most efficiently then because the gases resulting from the explosion do not escape
through the spaces between the soil
particles.
An explosive containing a low percentage of nitroglycerin will do the
same work In wet soli as one containing a higher percentage would do in
the same soil when dry. Dynamite
with 20 per cent of nitroglycerin or
its equivalent Is used almost exclusively on the Pacific coast. It could be
used effectively for stumping operations in muny other parts of the United
States, especially where the soil Is
heavy, wet or where the stumps are
well decayed. Dynamite with 40 per
cent nitroglycerin is largely used In the
South for blasting the longleaf pine.
und the lake states for white pine. In
many cases a lower grade of explosive
The
could be profitably substituted.
40 per cent grade should be used where
the soli Is somewhat light und dry or
where the stumps nre green. The CO
per cent grade of dynamite has been
used with good success In blasting
stumps In the porous coral soils of
southern Florida, In blasting stumps nt
a dry time In sandy soil, nnd in blast
ing tough, green; hardwood stumps.
The higher percentage dynamites are
likely to puck heavy soil if used when
It Is very wet.
Roughly, the number of pounds of
dynamite required to shoot a stump
clear of the ground Is the same as
the square of the number of feet In
the diameter of the stump at the cut
off. For exnmple, a
stump will
require four pounds, and one 6 feet
In diameter will require 36 pounds.
Often less will do the work, but occasionally more is required. All factors, such as kind and soundness of
the stumps, and kind and condition of
the soil, Influence the amount of explosive required for a stump of given size.
Loud reports and the throwing of parts
MANURE IS OF GREAT VALUE
Garden Soil Should Be Rich in Plant-fooConstituents and In Good
Condition.

d

Manure Is of great value in making
the lund ready for garden plants. Unless the land Is virgin or lately heavily dressed with manure It is apt to
need an application now. Remember
that the soil should W rich in plant-foo- d
constituents as well as in a state
nf good mechanical condition.

Firing Charges by Electricity.
The electrical method of firing blasts

Is beginning to be extensively used. In

firing charges by this method the following equipment Is needed: One
blasting machine, 800 feet of double
leading wire to reach from the stumps
to the blasting machine, some connecting wire to connect the stumps together in a series, and electric detonutors
In place of the cups nud fuses used In
ordinary blustlng. Firing by electricity hus muny advantages over the cap
und fuse method. The danger of premature explosions Is greatly reduced
und the dunger from delayed exploProbasions is entirely eliminated.
bly more people have been Injured In
stump blasting by too hasty Investigation of a delayed explosion than from
any other cause. When using the cap
and fuse method, the safe rule to follow when a charge does not explode
as expected Is to keep away from the
locality until the next day. Where
the stumps have been severely burned,
nre badly decayed, hollow, have several
large spreading roots or where It Is
necessary to blast stumps so near to
each other that the explosion of a
charge under one stump would loosen
the earth under the adjacent one, the
use of the blasting machine will save
dynamite and result In better work
being done than if the cap und fuse
are used. If the stumps have been
partially burned out by any of the
burning processes previously described,
the roots can best be blown out by firing the charges with a blasting machine.

VARIETIES OF FRUIT
FOR HOME ORCHARDS
Selection Is One of Most Important Considerations.
Prospective Planter Should Avail Himself of Suggestions of Experienced
Growers In His Community-Pl- ace
Orders Early.
by the United States Department of Agriculture.)
One of the most Important considerations in planting a home orchard is
the selection of kinds of fruits an"!
varieties of those kinds which will do
well In the locality where they are to
(Prepared

be grown.

AVhlle many of the
nurseries are selling their
stock through traveling agents whose
Integrity Is unquestioned, It is better
as a rule for a grower to deal directly
with nurserymen than through agents.
Plnce orders early and deal only with
reliable nurserymen.
In selecting varieties a prospective
planter should avail himself of the
suggestions of experienced fruit growers in his community, his state agricultural college or the United States
department of agriculture. In Farmers' Bulletin 1001, recently published
by the department, the country Is divided into 14 districts and the most
desirable fruit varieties are given for
euch district. It will be sent free on
application.

Plenty of vegetable

matter helps

hold moisture.

Lund should be properly drained
fore putting in a crop.

be-

No farmer can afford to plant seed
corn thai will not grow.

The corn crop will always tell whether or not the seed corn was tested.

tsts

The man who
Is the one upon whom

his seed corn
the nation can

depend.
The farmer who tests his seed corn
the farmer

Is several notches above
who does not.

Tou can depend upon It that the man
who tests his seed corn, selects his
seed corn from the field In the fall of

the year.
Of all the factors that contribute
to large yields In field crops and pasture grasses, none are more potential
than vegetable matter.
Plenty of vegetable matter in the

soil will hasten the maturity of the
crop, whether It be corn, oats, wheat,

meadow or pasture grasses.

Manure will add nitrogen at 25 cents
a pound, phosphorus" at 20 cents
pound, potassium at 10 cents a pound,
besides adding
matter.

humus

or vegetable

to place. A relic of former days was
discovered at Springer this week by
workmen in tearing down an old
building. Between the walls was found
a bottle of whiskey, age and ancesAll immediately
unknown.
try
claimed ownership and to settle a
dispute and probably a fight it was
passed around and the flask given a
respectable burial.
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long summer months. The floor has
been repaired, ventilation provided,
and other conveniences arranged
Vaughn News.
D. J. Smith, cashier, has sold a conin the Citizens State
Bank to A. E. Huntsinger of MadiMr.
Kansas.
son,
Huntsinger has

trolling interest

assumed charge.

Vaughn News,

The smallpox situation in Springer
has cleared up. In the northeast
section of the city for a number of
weeks there has been sevtral cases
but they have recovered and the
quarantine has been lifted. There
are no cases existing now that authorities have any knowledge of.
Springer Stockman.

Dinping Sheep
Dr. Corbin left Wednesday morning for Pastura where he will commence dipping some sheep which are
infested with scab. From there he
matter at the post office at Santa Fe, New MexEntered as second-clas- s
will go to the Juan Lucero ranch
ico, under the Act of March 3, 1879.
where several more bunches will be
dipped. The weather is rather cold
for
this work now but less dangerous
par y.ar
Subscription
to the sheep than it would be imIn dipDONA ANA
mediately after lambing.
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO, FRIDAY, MARCH 21, 1919
ping at this time of the year the
doctor
about noon each day
The Dcl.nxe Theatre is being, re whicR stops the
sheep time to dry
of our young ladies, before gives
and
two
paired
the cold night air strikes
THE FOURTH LEGISLATURE
Miss Shirley Thomas and Miss MarNEW MEXICO
them. Santa Rosa Voice.
garet Houault, will be the managers
Mora favorable comment on the
of "Movietand." beginning Saturday
adwhich
work of the legislature
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22nd. Las Cruces
journed last Saturday night is heard
NEWS REVIEW niejit, March
than on any previous legislature in
Mrs. J. S. Brown and Mrs. B. W.
New Mexico.
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cellar of J. A. Kinnear, of Deming good well of water at a
MORA
pounds and
a with bail
ment program which will be a hum-- ; cost over sixty-tw-thousandhundred
fixed at $2,000 on the
several weeks ago, were arrested at little more than 700 feet. depth of
A
dollars,
force
of
builders
has
road
been
well
The
mer. The association has a great .1...
of
t
.1..
rr
a
assaulted
i...:
little
ami
charge
having
working this week on the Santa Ranger, Texas, and are now in the is located southwest of Corn's headtnany members in all stock growing! r. ardee,
only seven years of age. Gallup
Benj. Jordan sold his farm, six
Rosa road, from the north end of county jail. The th'rd member ol quarters ranch and is in a splendid girl
secretary of, the association
,
sections of New Mexico who are
.
.
i
Herald.
miles east of Mills, last week to
the
has been appre- grass
raiding
i l in Fourth
er
party
lies
nay
where
to
sngnnv
the
street
road
Carrizozo
icpoiis
Outlook.
ngi
cauntry.
proud of the achivements of the .
Dick Purcell of Alva, Oklahoma, and
year, costing the farmer about crosses the railroad half a mile north hended at in Arizona, and will also
gamzation, and they have been in- - 7r
be brought back.
tU,
J. H. McCamant, sheriff at Gallup Geo. Cockrell has also sold his farm
of
this
The
Truches
will
have
place.
friends
their
in
con
the
teresting
MCKINLEY
and a prominent stock man, has in- to Freeman Bros, of Alva. Mr. Pura cement crossing. Fort Sunnier
vention. The result is likely to be a llagcrman Messenger.
The Continental Oil company is
vented a calf weaner which fills a cell and family and Freeman Bros,
big attendance and important
planning extensive improvements al Sold CoM Tea For Fire Water
want among the stock growers. The expect to move here the first of
COLFAX
Mills Developer.
their plant east of the Harvey House
A Mexican, who has been makinc device is being patented,
Attorney April.
GUADALUPE
Fairall & Stroup have been awarded a living
in'
cold
for
tea
to
the
Indians
!Jhn
Chapfaan
selling,
acting
the contract for a 40x60 basement as
The butter folks were found to Whiskey Selling High
QUAY
whiskey, was fined $25 Monday ventor in securing the patent.
y
have on hand millions of p.miids of
Since the prohibition law went
Sheriff Leandro Sena has a force and
warehouse at a mi morning
of the Peace
Justice
by
butter that they were trying to pro-- into force in New Mexico, whiskey at work dipg'ng holes for the trees of $18,000. Other improvements are French, for obtaining money on false
Flavio Ramirez, Roberto Ortega
The new city tractor has arrived
fiteer on. We arc somehow in hopes is said to be selling at all sorts of that are to be planted this Spring
that they will lose every pound of prices over the state. At one point in the Court House square. Santa
it and what they don't lose, will it is reported to be bring $40 a
Rosa Voice.
whiskers before they can sell lion, while as a price might be said
it. If there ever was a bunch that to be about $.10 a trallon and J8 a full
L. E. Sanchez has opened a new
needed buckling across a log that is quart. Heer is reported hard to get f skating rink in the old Garlington
the bunch. Springer Stockman
as it is too bulky to tote from place building, for amusement during the

Frank Staplin, Receiver
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Cattle Growers of New Mexico :

ir IHtow Great
3C

9

OC

DC

The future of the cattle business in New Mexico
depends
upon the organized,
efforts of the men who
make their living from cattle.
co-operat-

(DrgasnnzaMM
Eelimces Costt
A

The lone cow man is up against it.
Organized with his association in the industry he will

KMOUR and Company grew to be a great business institution by saving the things that for
merly were thrown away on the farm.

Pig brtxttBR on the farm are
Through our uieth-od- n
they are utilized la
Certain glands; In
hugs, once thrown away wlierj
the farmer did his own klllinr.
are now made into medicinal
preparations of high value
Kven the hoofs and bones are
turned to commercial use.
Kach of these products la
useful, add" something to life,
health or comfort.

worthier.

brush-ninkin-

txlns

Edible Pork Products
Tails

Fhuiilrier

Brains
Deads
Blip Bonn
Rweet breads
Feet
Kara
Livers
Hearts
Nsck Fat

Tins

ftpare fiitis
Ho. lis
Trlmmrd Nsek
Bones
Boston 8tyl

Hutts
Cats Butts
Ulade Butts
Neck Hlb
Ham Butts
Kout-Bids
Hams

Melts

Tongus
Rack Hons
Knuckles
Inedible

rtesrtn

ra

O
Glue

usable ounoe of the bog,
packer would either have
charge the public more
pork or buy hogs from
grower at a lower figure.

the
to
for
the

The value of anything depends upon its ultimate usefulness.
It Is only because
concerns like Armour have
been developed to secure the
utmost utilityeout ot the livestock they buy that It Is possible to pay fanners Bore fat
their animals and fwt piv-iie
food for the public at
levels.
true-valu-

Kidney
Hnout

Tndrl"tns
I'nrk

g.

Blood Meal
Meat Meal

Curled Hair
Bone Klour
Covers for Olaas
Tankage
leather
stoppers
Hone Charcoal Lard Containers
ftausas-rtiosphate of
Casings
Lime
Hrmtles ror
Granulated Boa Brushes
The farmer shares la the returns from all these products.
If It were, not tor the size of
this organisation and the facilities for transforming every

With large volume It becomes possible to make the
heavy Investments In machinery and equipment necessary to
develop new processes and new
Often it costs hunproducts.
dreds of thousands of dollars
In research and experiment before a single pound of some
new product can successfully be
Such
put upon the market.
preliminary work Is usually beot
the
Institutions
scope
yond
which lack these facilities.

It Is In this way that the
fundamental benefits of big
business are made available to
the public. It Is a service that
both saves for you and adds
to your comfort and health.
You can continue to enjoy
this service and aid In extending It still further by serving

Armour Oval Label food
your table.

CHICAGO

DC

prosper.
The New Mexico Cattle & Horse Growers' Association is
the one organization which devotes all of its efforts exclusively to the welfare of New Mexico cattle growers.
Its 500 members owning 50 per cent of all the cattle in
New Mexico are a united, aggressive body of
men, attending to business every minute, with four years of results to show for their efforts results which have been
worth hard cash to every cattleman, and which will be
worth more money to all of you from year to year.

We meet in 4th Annual Convention, in Albuquerque,
March 25, 26, 27 That's next week. It is to your in- terest to be there and join the organization. It will help
your disposition; it will boost your bank account
Join with us in fighting your battles.

Business First

on

ARMOUR ACCOMPANY
DC

ive

DC

A Good Time Later

BE THERE

ther alleges that defendant company
also is indebted on various notes,
three for $25,000 maturing Jan. 27,
1919, besides one year six per cent
gold notes, which will mature May 1,
19(19, and that there is also a suit of

SAN JUAN

NEW MEXICO

NEWS REVIEW

Harry McWilliami purchased the
Ricketts lot in the Spath's addition
through the Aztec Realty Co. last
week and will build a home this Dennis
summer.

Aztec Independent.

and i now employed pu'ling the
R. Tatman purchased the Wm.
grader fixing tip the streets. It sure A.A.Palmer
two acres above the Sanidoes the work and much cheaper
tarium
last week, and will improve
than the old way with five or si
it for headquarters for his sheep.
teams. Tucumcari News.
There being a cistern, shed, and place
Farmers from the south who trav- already fenced. Aztec Independent.
el over the road from Ragland to
Tucumcari say the road is getting Bloomtield Booming
the
Tom Fnch has purchased
in better shape every day and Mr.
Shope is do'ng some real road work Frank McClure 160 tract through the

Mr. Greer has opened his place east
of Quay and an ideal road will be
built that way, cutting out the bad
piece of road near the sunken culvert. Tucumcari New.
Many Thousand Acres Leaaed
Leases for 24 thousand acres ol
land in the Rana Valley, eastern
Quay county, were closed with C. V.'
Reid of Pittsburg. Pennsylvania, here
last week. Mr. Rcidagrees to sink
a well 4000 feet or until oil is struck
The material and supplies have already been purchased and the well
is to be commenced as soon as it
can be placed. Mr. Reid does not
claim to represent any company and
proposes to furnish his own funds
There is no stock on the market. At
any rate it is fortunate for the people of the Kana Valley and Quay
county that there is a chance for oi'
development.
- Leasing and locating are act've bv
Ihe speculators and they are tnk'ng
everything they can get from Rnna
south to F.mlec. Tucumcari American.

Aztec Realty Co. and has moved into
the place and will increase the acreage that has been farmed.
Jas. Shultz has always been a
booster for the Mesa nd he and
his two sons, Georgie and Carl already have places which they are
improveving and another son arrived
a few days ago and closed a deal
for the Geo. Jenkins 160 acres, which
is partly improved and will farm this
year.
Dave,. Martin is putting up a good
home on his 160 acres on the upper
part of the Mesa. He has farmed
two years and brought this place,
which was all raw land into a good
Indepenproductive
place. Aztec
dent.

The Dtirango Planing Mill and
Lumber Co. of Aztec are installing a
lot of new oak fixtures and are putting a roof over the open court par)
of their building.

Work is progressing rapidly on the
new bank build'ng at Artec. Con-

crete now being poured for the vault.
The corner front will be on the order of city banks, the design being
'"rnisbrd by Utton
Son, Architects.
The directors for the new institution are: S. P. Coon. F. T. Hil'strom
A. Pitts, R. D. Hendricks and M. D.
Murphey.

John Allen states Knriee is trying
to be first in the field with a well
and the desire likely to !e ,rrati,fied
through I.. I?. Newby, a lumber man
of Texas starting someth'ne soon on
30000 arres procured for h'm bv enthusiastic believers in the certainty
ficor-RR. Pratt, Andrew R. Gar..
of oil in this portion of the country
I lit?
niirl n s?ori;ifos purchased
ett
Ctcnrio 'Tribune.
Mr a. C. V. H.
R. IF.
iris, and G. V. Cnnner randies at
ROOSEVELT
Tarkson up a Plnrn river phnut fivf
miles above Fannimrtnn
Tliis
Tproxtmatrlv 2 000 acres of
E. N. Whreler purchased the J. A
Savior dwelling property here and (and. Fnrin'ngton Hustler.
moved in from the ranch west ol
The TTnWinrrl I.anrl cninnanv retown. Portales News.
port! the ?nle of flic Toe G. Hast"
to John
The home of Mrs. Mnry E. Toi- ''nus ranch on the TVp:n-u1- a
of Oklahoma. There are sixty
ler, about a mile south of Portales Craij; in
trnrt. and ii ?1ioins the
together with the con'ents was com Warmer the
ranch which Mr. Traic'e
plctely destroyed bv f re a few day? hrother
recently purchased.
ago. About $2,000 insurance wa car
?5,.'0fl.
FarmiiiKton Hustler
ried on same.
T

If all the oil prospects that arc on
foot out here develop and drills art
set at work puncturing the earth the
country will be so full of holes tin
range cattle will have to he supplied
with some contraption like snow
shoes to protect them from broken
legs. Elida Enterprise.

com-nrie-

s

Consi-dcratio-

n

SIERRA
The infli:enza has acain made its
appearance in the county. It is said
there are eicht cases on the Perenda,
and about the same number of cases
at Hot Spr'ngs. Hillsboro Advocate.

Sheriff G. Marirano Montoya of
Sa, Sandoval county, left Bernalillo
turday with a posse of ten cowboys
In pursuit of Venceslao Valdez, who
was sentenced last Friday for five
years in the penitentiary by Judge
If. E. Hickey.
Valdez, who was charged with cattle stealing, escaped from the county
jail at Bernalillo lastFriday night,
aided, it is believed by outside parties. The outer door of the jail was
broken down, and the locks were cut.
The attorney for Valdez has made
a motion for an appeal, and the
prisoner was being held in the county jail pending a decision. He was
under $3,000 bond, which he had not
funished up to the timeof his

Charles Rislcv pleaded Ruilty to an
information filed in District Judjje
M. C. Mechem's court by district
Attorney Harry P. Owen, charging
George Noe, of Socorro, recently appointed a member of the cattle sani-hiwith larceny of horses from
tary board. He was sentenced to
strvc a year in the state penitentiary.

m

Receiver Appointed
U. S. District Judge Neblett ha
appointed D. B. Scott, of Socorro as
receiver of the Socorro Mining and
Milling Company, which conducts its
business at Mor;o11on.
This action followed on complaint
of bam W. Agee, who alleges that the
company owes him $280 w:th certain
items of interest. Complainant fur

A Dasn --

of Chocolate

Your
Nose
Knows"
All foods are flavored to make them
palatable. All smoking tobaccos are treated
with some flavoring for the same reason.
But there is a big difference in the Quality

and kind cf tobacco flavorings. Tuxedo,
the finest of properly aged burley tobacco,
uses' the purest, most wholesome and
delicious of all flavorings
chocolate! That is why "Poor
Nose Knows" Tuxedo from all
other tobaccos by its delicious

pare fragance.
Try This Test: Rub a little Tuxedo
briskly in the palm of your hand to
bring out its full aroma. Then smell it
deep its delicious, pure trafranco
will convince you. .Try this test with
any other tobacco and we will let
Tuxedo stand or fall on yourjudgment,

"rour JVose Knows"

ouaoAKTeto

to svnsrt

" rouo honey nca

A

f

Cuararrtaedbr
IMCOOveaaarrao

CartMcata ol fatfinm
1
United State oi America

NEW MEXICO STATE LAND SALES

Stata of New Mexico
)
It li Hereby Certified, that the annexed
,rue
complete
,u"'
tr.nicr.pt ol
"A

E. Bearun
the com
pany for $28,000 for alleged injuries.
Certificate of locorporatloa
Complainant alleges defendant com- pany is unable topay the principal i
or interest due and asked a receiver
(Mo Stockholders Liability).
be appointed. Attorney James Royall
No. ma
is solicitor for the complainant.
with the endorsement
thereon, a
Silver City Enterprise.
ppear oa file and of record in the
t

fice of the State

.

Several of the energetic farmers
of Silverton started plows last week
but can only plow part of the day as
the ground is frozen in the morning.
Z. V. Gordon is ahead of many ol
the old timers as he had most of hi;
ground broken before the snow.
A great many farmers of Fairview
are going to plant more corn and
other grain crops this year. High
priced feed is too dear to pay for
with cheap beans. Estancia Herald
W. F. Brown of Lucy has not lost
anv stock, but has had to buv a lot
of feed. He says Hines & Ballard
who had a large bunch of stock on
the former McDonald ranch near
him have lost heavily
The reward for the mountain lion
which has been doing damage to
cattle and sheep south of Abo, has
been increased to $300, others having
'oined in the offer. The reward will
be paid for the killing or capture of
a mountain lion or lobo on the lands
of White, Brazil or Lovelace. Mouti- tainair Independent.
A gang of some men have been at
work for some time putting new ties
under the railroad track in the
tancia yards.
The work is nearly
completed. Estancia Herald.
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Office
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Corporation Commission.

SALE

COUNTY

Commissioner

the

Land,

in Testimony Whereof, the
Com-

TORRANCE

Santa

State Corporation
mission of the State ol
Mexico ha earned
thia certificate to be
aigned by it Chairman
and the el of said Cora- miaeion, to be affixed at
the City of Santa Fe on
this 21st day of February

Fe,

New

Public

of

Mexico.

Notice is' hereby given that purauaat to
ap
le nroviaions of an Act of Congres
of the
roved
20th, 1910, the law
S tate- - of June
New Mexico, and rule and regula
tiona of the State Land Office, the Com
miisinner of Public Landf will offer at
publie aale to the kigheat bidder at 9 o'clock,
A. M., on Thuraday, April 10th, 1919, in the
A. D , I MS.
town of Roiwell, County of Chavee, State
nl N.w Mexico, in front of the court houae
HUGH II. WILLIAMS.
Chairman. therein, the following described tract of
New

(SEAL)

Aunt:

land, via:

A. L. MORRISON,

OF INCORPORATION
OF THE
MONERO FUEL COMPANY
(No Stockholders'
Liability).
MONERO FUEL COMPANY
j KNOW
MEN
THESE
ALL
PRhSKNTS,
By
a. luciicui ana uncigct luciicui,
of Monrro, New Muku, and A. fc. Carr
and rrancca E. Carr, oi Santa Fe, New
Mexico, desiring to form a company for
the purpoaca beem set forth, do hereby,
uurauanl to and in conformity with thelawa of the Slate of New Mexico relating
.
ARTICLES

ing, value
Sal No.

!

provement.
Sale No.
no

n,.r.,u... i,.,i,,..
...i
,,,.;.
lu5"

''

J'IKST The curpurate
nany shall be the

.

name

''.''.

,h

$500.00.

U2S
NW)J. Sec. 35; T. 4 S..
R. 29 E.. NWH", Sec. 1; SWX,
Sec. 12: NWX. Sec. 13; T. 5 S., R. 29 E.,
containing 720.29 acre. There are no im-

"t

r..,..,a..n.
. i,.,t
;,n:
.!

-

Sal No. 1MT
SEX, SEWSWX, Sec. 23;
NEtfNWX. WKNWJf, Sec. 24;
NWHNEJ4,
T. 4 S., R. 27 E. containing 360.00 acrei,
selected for the Santa Fe and Grant County
The improvements
Railroad Bond Fund.
consist of houie, well, windmill and fenc-

Clerk.

i

NSE,

Lot

132f

3,

Sec. 3; T. 7 S.,

itnproTement.

. .

of sanl com

.

....

rT W.

Set.

23:

T.

13

s!

rala. cfstero, aod fencing, value PJSMQ.
There art 170.000 ft., B. M. of timf-- v
oa these lands valued at W.4UO.00.

No bid on the above described tract wlH
be accepted for less than THREE DOL
LARS ($3.00) per acre, which is the appraised value thereof, and in addition thereto the successful bidder must
for ti
1919, in the town of Fort Sumner,
County improvements thai exist on tbcpayland
of De Baca, State of New Mexico, in front
of the court bona therein, the following
The successful bidder will b required to
described trarta nf land mlmt
pay for the timber valued at $3,480.00 as
One-filtof the total amount nnri
All of See. 13; NEX, follows:
Sal No. ISO
oa the remaining four-fifth- s
at
Sec. 14; T, 1 S , R. 26 E.. containing 800.00 interest
the rate of four per cent per annum, to
acre. Then are no improvement.
be paid in cash or certified exchange at
s
the tune of sale. The remaining
Sale No. 1324
EX. See. 24; T. 2 N., to
be paid in four equal annual install
R. 26 E., containing 32040 acre.
There menta
interest
with
of
the
at
four
rale
era no improvement.
per cent per annum,'
payments Iand inof he date
terest due on the anniversar
EW. E14KWW. SWMNVVM.
Sal No. U2S
SWX. Sec. 20; T. 2 N., R. 27 E., contain- ui inc contract.
ing 600.00 acre. There are no improvThe purchaser will not be permitted to
ement.
cut any timber until all haa been paid
No bid on the above deacribed tract a will for,
be accepted for lea
than FIVE DOLThe above sale of land will be subject
LARS ($5.00) per acre, which it the
value thereof, and in addition thereto to the following terms and conditions, vis.
the aucceisful bidder mutt pay for the imThe successful bidder must pay to the
provement that exiit on the land.
Commissioner of Public Lands or his agent
'
of the
such sale,
Loti 1. 7. 8. 11. Sec 2: hoMing offered
Sal No. U2f
by him fur the land, four
T. 2 N., R. 26 E., containing 115.29 acres. price
kt cent interest in advance
for the balThe improvements consist of fencing, grub-bins- ance
of such purchase price, fees for ad
plowing and water right on 53.00 acres,
vertising and appraisement and all conta
value $1,690.00. No bid on the above des- incidental
to the sale herein, each and all
cribed tract of land will be accepted for of
said amounts must be deposited in cash
less than $16,90 per acre.
W
fjr certified exchange at the time of
and which said amounts and all of them
Each of the above deacrihrd tracts will are
to
of
forfeiture
to
State
the
subject
be offered for sale separately.
New Mexico, if the nuctessfut bili r does
execute a contract within thirty lays
The above sale of land will be subject not
it lias been mailed to him by
after
he
nd conditions,
to the following
terms
State Land Office, said contract to
via:
that the purchaser may at his op.
non make oaymetits of nut It as than one-ti- n
y t
rttf th of ninety five per cent of the
Comtnuiioof rU of. .. Public Lands or his I agent
price at any time after the
- uutr- - IwriuitiH ui ik.
a...l,l.
Li. li
sutler,
tin purchase
iitKUiui
;iti
prior to theoi expiration of thirty't0 years
price offered by him ,lor ,n'. land,
ti
the c.,mn,ct and
Dro.
!V, '.'
. or Vd
ance of lu" h uurrhasf orice.
and nil coota
.
verh.inp ami apprai.rmrnl
h inlcreil
n
o(
'cn, ract
incidental to the aale herein, each and lirr(.,,
raI. ( ,nur p(.r
,,aynlnl, ,
in
all of said amounts must be deposited
in
ill
payable
ea.h or certified
l.anKe at the time
vriary
thr .l ite of he rn.rjc7
of aale and which
and

r."''frm

Jl"'Va

un?i,h,

R.' 24 E.. containing 800.00 acre..
There
are no improvement.
'
MONtRO FUEL COMPANY"
(No Stockholders Liability.)
SEMSEX, See. U; T. 12
No. IMI
e..aid amount,
SfctONU-l- he
lucauou ol the principal s Sal.
N
W'4
R
NEXSWi.
at.'rtiVl
r'Var an7 11 ? l
..ll.ee of thi. corporauou ahall be the t.ty
Sec 21; EJ4NWM, Sec. J4; NEKSV, of tliem are .uhiect to forfeiture o the
e
ie of
ontr t n?"
of ianta te. hlate ol New Mca.co. and s
t, J ,he . ale of teml r
T 13 S., R. 21 E.. NWWSEK. Sec. State of New Me.uo. ,f the .ucce.aful
...
the uanie of the agent in charge thereof
3: NE.4N WVi. Sec. bidder doe. not execute a contract within
Sec
curiiwwu
upon whom procea
again.t the corporation j,'.'
ja s., R. 20 F... containing 4JO.0O thirty day. after it haa been mailed to
Ttie above s ile of l in I
be ' subj'-r- t
hitn by the Slate Land Office, .aid crin
may be acrved i. A. t. Carr, bauta le, a..'rciThere are no improvement..
to valid
xilinir ri!its, t as. menu, iiK-'tN w Mexico.
tract to tjrnvide th:it the oiircha.er iua
and rtaervationi.
lor which this cor
TII1HI) The object
on the above rie.cribed tract
payment, of not IcM
olljtmanhi. optir letmake
h
ot ninety-livlea. man
per cen
Tin. font mi sinner of I'uV r T.anili or bis
pit.uiun la lorraeu arc; io cubage u. aim- irin,i wln ti aeccptetl lorwhich
of
Ihe
a general fuel business, includap
the
i.
on
at
f?5
after
time
HO) per
price
liars
acre,
any
h salt nerves t lie rtfMt
purchase
axnt li'ddii
...iiy
llu-rprior to the expiration cono :o rji.t any aid all bids o(fpred at a.tid
The Estancia Herald Saya
praised value thrreof, and in addition for the the aale and from
nig Hie mining of coal, acquiring and leasthe
the
must
bidder
date
ol
pay
the
to
the
ii".
thirty
years
en(ul
of
iiiK
coa!
and
mines,
buying, selling
'
John Hlock i one farmer who ha1 and
tract and to ......otr
tne payment
improvements that exist on the land.
dealing in fuel of all kind. Thi
:
balance
ot
the expiration
',
not been compelled to buv a pennv'-- r poration
any unpaid
r t ol sale ( r ine
sinr.ln-'-utid'-- i r n con:
right to flriinre,
will thirty yars Irom th
... ,i.:..- hol-- and shall haveof the
described
Iracla
the
above
i
iate ol the ton
nf
t
Each
s v
he tfivtu ,n of
all or any real
i be offered (.r .ale separately
dispose
with
:Jefened payments
tract
oi
Octo-nM9.
1st,
Hoard ol
by it
time a fine rick of hav and a rtek ol personal properly
at inr rate t..t tour jjrr cmi pt--r unnutii
on
the
io
to
l.usines,
wm
carry
,,.,,.
necessary
(
in
be
advance on the aim ver tary ot
pnyafili
food com on it. a good pile of husk- lectors
Witni s
sul.je.;t
mv I'ati
;ind thf offtci.il ssl
Th,
-- f
the date of t he cuiitr... t. purti,.!
f
hf St.i.c'
i)t the Slate
ytueni
;utd ' ini.
ed corn, and his stock all looks finej,,, carry on ay i,Umihss nr do anything the following 'irnis ali-- conltti'ine. vis
to be credited oti Jie annivcnt.iry of the Vr .v M'
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neers are right up against It. There
are new problems coming up every
day. 'The Indiana cull her a yellow
dragon, but she's a tricky woman,
she's an eel; she's giving us sums to
break our teeth on."
"Who has the next room?"

"The .RIVER bs

When the Colorado Burst Its Banks and Flooded the Imperial Valley of California
Coprrlffht.

HOW WILL HARDIN AND HIS WIFE RECEIVE HIM?

Company

Bobbe-Merr-

RICKARD

IS NOT LEFT LONG IN DOUBT.
Synopsis. K. C. Itieknrd, nn engineer of the Overland Pacific
Is rnllcd to the ollice of President Miirsliull In Tusron, Arl.. While
waiting Ricknrd rends n report on tlie ravages of the Colorado river,
despite the efforts of Tliimins llnrdlii, heud of the Desert Iteclamatlon
a student under Itieknrd In nn eastern colcompany. Ilurdln luid
lege :ind had
(icily Holmes, with whom Itieknrd had funded he
was in love. Marshall tells Itlekard the Overland I'nclflc must step In to
save the Imperial valley and wishes to send Itlekard to take charge.
Itieknrd declines lieeniKe he foresees einliairassinent In supplanting
Itieknrd goes to C'alexieo and, on the wuy,
Hardin, but Is won o"-- r.
learns inurh alioiit llM'iiin and his work.
mil-rou-

inni-rii-

Continued.

bunded by lackeys? Rtckard had always acted as if it had been something
to be nshanied of. It made him sick.
"They've done It this time. It's a
fool choice."
Again, that look of pleading from Innes. Gerty had a shiver of Intuition.
"Fool choice?" Her voice was ominously cnlin.
Hardin shook off Innes' eyes. Better
he done with It I "He's the new general manager."
"He's the general manngerl"
"I'm to take orders from hlra."
Oerty's silence was of the stunned
variety. The Hardlns watched her
crumbling bread on the tablecloth,
thinking, fearfully, that she was going
to cry.
"Didn't I tell you?" Her voice, repressed, curried the threat of tears.
"Didn't I tell you how It would be?
Didn't I say that you'd be sorry If you
called the railroad in?"
"Must we go over (bis again?" asked
her husband.
"Why didn't you tell me? Why did
yon let me make a goose of myself?"
She wns remembering that there hnd
been no protest, no surprise from Innes.
She knew! A family secret!
She shrugged. "I'm glad, on the whole,
that you planned it as a surprise. For
I carried It off as If we'd not been Insulted, disgraced."
"Oerty!" expostulated Hardin.
"Oerty !" implored Innes.
"And we are in for a nice friendly
dinner!"
"Are you quite finished?" Hardin

It occurred to him that that might
have been Hardin he had not wanted
rttdit neross tlie hall. Only to stare at them.
"nut
I hat was not Hardin's face. It held
room left !i the house." Tin? proprietor
nwarded him the valley stare. "Uolng strength and power. The outline wns
to lie here limit?" lie passed the last sharp and distinct, showing the strong
key on the lin k to the darky slugger-lu- lines, the determined mouth of the pios
neer. There was something else,
g
under a motley of baits and
which stood for distinction no,
Itlrkard recognized his, and folit couldn't be Hardin
lowed.
And then, because nn outthrust Up
"I may net you another room tomorrow." called the proprietor after lilm changed the entire look of the nuin,
Itieknrd nsked his table companions,
as lie eliinlied the dusty stairs.
The signals of a new town wero who was the man with the two ladies,
waving 'n Ihe dining room. The ma- near the door.
"That, sub," his neighbor from Aln- jority of Ihe citizens displayed their
shirt sleeves and unblushing suspend- batna becamo Immediately oratorlcul,
ers. One large table was surrounded "that Is n big man, sub. If the Imby men In khaki; the desert soldiers, perial valley ever becomes a reality, a
engineers. The full blown waitresses, tixtuah, It will he because of that one
elaborately poiiipmloured, were push- man, suh. Iteclamatlon Is like n seed got up.
carrying thrown on a rock. Will It stick? Will
ing through Ihe
As the three passed out of the dining
heavy trays. Coquetry appeared to be it take root? Will It grow? That Is room, Rickurd caught their several exwhat we all want to know."
their occupation, rather than
Hardin's stilt, indifferent;
Itlekard thought that he had wanted pressions:brilliant but hard, ns she
the diners ai ptingboth varieOerty's
ties of attention with appreciation. The to know .something quite different, and flashed a finished, brave little smile in
supremacy of those superior maidens reminded the gentleman from Alabnmu his direction. The sister's bow was
was menaced only by two other wom- Hint he hail not told him the name.
haughty.
en who sat at a table near the door.
"'ihe father of this valley, of the distinctly
In the hall, Oerty's laugh rippled
Itlekard did not see them at llrst. The reclamation of this desert, Thomas out. It wns the
laugh Itlekard rememroom was as masculine as a restaurant
suh."
frivolous endence
bered, the
In a new mining town.
Itieknrd tried to reset, without at- Which recalledlight
the flamboyant pattern
Itieknrd left his indoor view to look tracting their attention, the group of of the Holmes'
parlor carpet, the long,
through the I'rench windows opening his Impressions of the man whose per- crowded dining table where Oerty had
on a side street, lie noticed a slender sonality Inn been so obnoxious to him
reigned. It told him that she was in
but regular procession. All the men in the old Lawrence days. Tlie Hardin different
to his coming, ns she meant
in
the same direction.
he hnd known had also large features, it should. And it turned him buck to
passing fell
of
"Cocktail route," explained one
but of the flaccid Irritating order. He a dark corner in the honeysuckle-drape- d
his neighbors, his uioiilh full of boiled summoned a picture of Hardin ns he
porch where he had spent so
I
f.
had shulltcd Into his own classroom, or
with her, where once
evenings
ninny
"oyster cocktail?" smiled the new- up to the long tuble where Uerty had he hud hehl her hand, where he told
comer.
always queened It among her mother's her that he loved her. For he had
"The real thing! Calexleo's dry. like boarders. He could see the rough un- loved
her, or nt least he thought he
the whole valley, that Is, the county. polished boots that had always offend- hnd ! And had run away from her exed him as a betrayal of the man's In
pectant eyes. A cad, wns he, because
ner coarseness; the badly fitting cout, he had brought that waiting look into
the long awkward arms, and the satis-lied- , her eyes, and had run from it?
mouth. These feaShould n liinn ask a woman to give
tures were more definite. Could time her life into his keeping until he Is
bring these changes? Had he changed, quite sure that he wants it? He wns
like that? Had they seen him? Would revamping his worn defense. Should
(icrty, would Hardin remember him? he live up to a minute of surrender, of
Wasn't it his place to uiiike himself tenderness, if tlie next Instant brings
known; wave the ting of old friendship sanity, and disillusionment? He could
over an awkward situation?
He
bury now forever
lie found himself standing in front could Is ugh nt his own vanity. Oerty
of their table, encountering first, tlie Hardin, it wus easy to see, had forgoteyes of Dunlin's sister. There was no ten what he had whispered to Gerty
surprise, no welcome there for him. He Holmes. They met ns sober old
felt at once the hostility of the cump. friends. That ghost was luld.
Ills face wns uncomfortably warm.
Then the childish profile turned on him,
CHAPTER V.
A look of bewilderment, Hushing into
been
the
had
kind
to
yeurs
greeting
A Game of Checkers.
Uerty Holmes
Tlie uneasy mood of the desert, the
"Do you remember me, Itlekard?"
sand, drove people indoors
If Hardin recognized a difficult situa- the next morning. Itlekurd wns served
It.
u
It was
tion, he did not betray
a substantial,
indifferently cooked
man Itlekard did not know who shook breakfast in the dining room of the
Mini warmly by the hand, and said thut Desert
hotel, whose limitations were
Indeed he hnd not forgotten him.
as conspicuous to the newcomer ns
"I've been expecting you. My wife, they were nonexistent to the other
Mr. Itlekard, and my sister."
men. They were finding it a soft con"Why, what are you thinking of, trast to
He Saw the Face, Carefully Averted.
tents, to life in the
Tom? To Introduce Mr. Itlekard I I open.
fice that ditch?
That Is Mexico, on Introduced you to each other, years
Later he wandered ' through the
the other side. Those sheds you can ago !" Oerty's cheeks were red. Her group of staring idlers In the office,
liee are in Mexli'ali, Cnlexieo's twin bright eyes were darting from one to past the populur soda stand and the
tdster. That painted adobe Is the cus- tlie other. "You knew lie was coming, few
s
on the sidewalk, gotom bouse. Mexican's not dry, even in and did not tell me?"
ing on, as If without purpose, to the
You can bet your life on
summer!
You were at the Improvement club railroad sheds, nnd then on, down to
that. You can get all the bad whisky when tlie telegram came, put In Innes the offices of the Desert Reclamation
mid stale beer you've the money to Hardin, without looking nt Itieknrd. No company. He discovered it to be the
buy. We work In C'alexieo, and drink trace of the Tucson cordiality In that one engaging spot In the hastily
In Mexican. The temperance pledge Is proud little face! No acknowledgment
town. There were
kept better in this town than any other ihal they had met nt the Marshall's!
oleanders, rose and white, blooming In
town in the valley. Hut you can seel "oh, you telegraphed to us?" The the patch of purple blooming ulfalfa
this procession every night."
blend arch smile had not nged. "That that stood for a Inwn. Morning-glorie- s
The Amazon with n handkerchief was friendly and nice."
clambered over the supports of the
s
Itieknrd hnd not been
apron brought Itieknrd his soup. He
veranda, and on over the roof.
was raising his first spoonful to his for ninny a year. He did not know
deductions led him to tlte Harmouth when he saw the face, carefully what to say. He turned from her up- dlns.
n verted, of the girl he had met at the turned face to the others.
Innes HarWhat school of experience had so
Marsbiills' table, Innes Hardin. His din was staring out of the window, changed the awkward country fellow?
eyes Jumped to her companions, the over tlie heads of several crowded He had resented his rivalry, not that
man a stranger, and then, Gerty tables; Hardin was gazing at his plate. he was a rival, but that he was a boor.
Holmes. At least, Mrs. Hardin! Some- Itlekard decided that he would get out His kisses still warm on her lips, and
how, it surprised him to find her pretty. of this before Uerty discovered that It ,she had turned to welcome, to coquet
She had achieved a variety of dis- was neither "friendly nor nice."
The woman who
with Tom Hardin!
"If I had known that you were here, was to be his wife must be steadier
tinction, preserving, moreover, the
I
near-cu- t
on
would
insisted
have
had
which
made
your dining than that! It had cooled his fever.
babyish chin
ts early appeal to him. There was the 'Villi us. in our tent. For it's terrible. Not for him the aspen who could
a
She
flashed at him the shake and bend her pretty boughs to
same fluffy hair. Its ringlets
bit artl Here, isn't it?"
filial to bis more sophisticated eyes look he remembered so vividly, the each rough breeze that blew!
nose. He had childish coquettish appeal. "We dine
Men tossed Into a desert, fighting to
the same
been wood' ring about this meeting; he jot home, fill it becomes tiresome, and keep a foothold, do not garland their
I
found that be had been execting some then we come foraging for variety. But offices with morning-glorie- s
Was It
sort of shock who said thut the love you must come to us, sny Thursday. Is the gracious quiet Influence of a wife,
of today Is the Jest of tomorrow? The thut right for you? we should love It." a Gerty Hardin? The festive buildStill those two averted faces. Rlck-ar- d ing he was approaching was as unexdiscovery that Gerty wns not a Jest
said Thursday, as he was bidden, pected as Captain Brandon I Rlckard
brought the surprised gratification
which we nwnrd a letter or composition and got back to his table, wondering walked on, smiling.
written in our youth. Were we as w hy in thunder he had let Marshall perHe was fairly blown Into the outer
room, the door banging behind him.
jlever as that, so complete at eighteen suade him to take this job.
Hardin waited a scant minute to pro- Every one looked up at the noisy InterCould we. now, with
or twenty-oneall our experience, do any better, or In- test: "What possessed you to ask him ruption. There were several men In
deed as we1:? That particular sen- to dinner?"
the long room. Among them two alert,
tence with wings! Could we make it
"Why shouldn't I? He Is an old
youths, college graduates,
friend." Gerty caught a glance of ap- or students out on furlough, the kind
fly today as It soured yesterday? Itlekmato
brother.
sister
from
"Jealous?"
In
more
his class at Lawrence. Three
of stuff
peal,
ard wus finding that Oerty's
of the seasoned,
ture chnrns did not accelerate his she pouted charmingly at her lord.
type
heart-beat"Jealous, no !" bluffed Hardin.
were leaning their chairs against the
but they were certainly
was
He thought then that she knew, that cool thick walls. One
puffing at
flattering to his early judgment. And
Innes had told her. The Lawrence epi- a cigar. The other, a big, shy giant,
be hnd expected her to be a shock I
He was staring into his' plate of sode held no sting to him. Once, It was drawing clouds of comfort from a
!
For he bad hnd enchanted him that he had carried pipe. There was a telegraph operator
chilled miip.
belle, whom even at work In one end of the room, ber
loved her. or at leaM he had loved her off the boarding-houshad found desirable-book-man Instrument rapidly clicking. In an oprhin. her pretty childish way of lifting that bookman
I
A superior dude I He bad posite corner was a telephone exit. She was prettier than he had pichad
those grand airs. As If It change. A girl with a metal band
Harman
like
a
always
that
her.
tured
Queer
din (imld draw such women for sister were not more to a man's credit to around her forehead was punching
ami wife the blood tie wan the most struggle for his education, even if be connections between the valley towns.
Rlckard lost the feeling of having
m hen women come to were older than his class, or his teachin. t ig
often s queer choice. er, than to accept It off silver plates, gone into a remote and isolated re
sisn- CHAPTER
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The twin towns were on the
gion.
map.
One of the older men returned his
nod. The young men returned their
hastily withdrawn

game of checkers.

attention to their
The other smoker

was watching with cross-eyeabsorption the rings his cigur was sending
into the air, Rlckard might not have
been there.
One of the checker players looked
d

up.

"Anything I can do for you? Do you
want to see anyone in particular?"
"No one In
"No," It wus admitted.
particular. I was just looking round."
"It's the show place of Culexico. I'll
take you around. It Is the only place
In town thut Is comfortable when it's
hot, or when the wind blows, and
that's the program all summer. Take
my pluce,

Iete."

fete, the young giant, with the face
of his Infancy enlarged rather than
matured, slipped Into the vacant chair.
He had been the first to discover the
stranger, but he had evaded the responsibility. The game Immediately
absorbed him.
"It's nice here," repeated the young
fellow, leading the wuy. They were
followed by a few Idle glances.
Rlckard looked with approval at the
tnn slim figure which was assuming
tlie courtesy of the towns. The fine
handsome face was almost too girlish,
the muscles of the mouth too sensitive
yet for manly beauty, but he liked the
type. Lithe as a young
Indlun, his manner and carriage told
of a careful home and rigid school disdesert-reare-

d

cipline.
He was ushered Into a large cool
room. The furnishings he inventoried :
a few stiff chulrs, a long table and a

typewriter desk, closed for the

Sub-bat-

an"The stenographer's
room,"
nounced the lad superfluously.
"Whose stenographer"
"General property now. Everyone
has a right to use her time. She used
to be Hardin's, the general manager's.
She is his still, in a way. But Ogllvie
keeps her busy most of the time."
Rlckard had not heard of Ogllvie.
He made a mental register.
"When did Hardin go out?" He
knew the date himself. He expected
the nnswer would trnil wisps of other
Information. He had a very active curiosity about Hardin. Tlie man's failures hnd been spectacular.
The young fellow wns thinking
nloud.
"The diuu went November
291h. Hardin was given a decent Interval to resign. Of course he was
fired. It was an outrage " He remembered thut he wns speaking to n
stranger and broke off suddenly. Rlckard did not question him. He made
another note. Why was it an outrage
or why did It appear so? In perspective, from the Mexican barranca,
where he hml been nt the time, the
failure of thut dam had been another
bur sinister ngalnst Hurdin,
"I see that you are from the University of California?" Kickurd said, and
nodded ut tlie pin of gold and blue

enamel,

"Out for a year," glowed the lad.
"Dud wanted me to get some real stuff
In my head. He said the Colorado
would give me more lessons more real
knowledge in a year than I'd get In
six at college. I kicked up an awful
row "
The older man smiled.

"Of course.

You don't wunt to go back now"
The boy made a wry face. "He expects roe to go back In August. Says

I must."

"You did not tell me your name,"
was suggested.
"MacLean, George MncLenn," said
the young man rather consciously. It
was a good deal to live up to. He always felt the appraisement which followed that admission.
George
elder, was known among the
railroad circles to be a man of Iron,
one of the strongest of the heads of
Mac-Lea-

"Used to be the general manager's.
Ogllvie uses It now."
"And who did you say was Ogllvie?" They turned back Into the
room.
"You can go In. He's not here. He
Is the new auditor, nn expert accountant from Los Angeles. Put In by the
0. P. when It assumed control last
year. He used to come down once
a month. After Hardin went out be
came down to stay."
"Whose
"
"I don't know. The accounts were
rotten, that's no office secret. The
world knows that. Hurdin Is blamed
for It. It Isn't fair. Look at Bather's
stone pulace In Los Angeles. Look at
Hardin's tent, his shabby clothes."
"I'd like to meet Ogllvie," observed
the general manager.
"Oh, he's not much to meet, A pale,
vegetnrlnn, a theoso-phlsYou've seen 'em. Los Angeles
Is full of 'em. He wus here when Hardin wns fired. You could see him see
his opportunity.
Ills chest swelled
He looked as If he had tnsted
up.
meat for the first time. He thought
that he could wnozle into the empty
plnce! He went back to Los Angeles,
convinced them that the auditor
should be here, protect the company's
Interests.
It sounded mysterious,
sleuthlike, as If he hnd discovered
so
something,
they let him bring the
books down here. He Is supposed to
be ferreting. But he's 'woozling.' He
used to be In the outer office. Snld
the noise made his head nche, so he
moved In here. All the committee
meetings are held here, nnd ocension-allthe directors' meetings. Water
companies', too. Ogilvie's taking notes
wants to be the next general manager; It sticks out nil over him."
"What's the derivation of woozle?"
this with deep gravity.
"Walt till you see Ogllvie !" laughed
nis entertainer. Then ns an afterthought, "This Is all public gossip.
He's fair game."
The door opened behind them, nnd
Rlckard saw the man whose description had been so deftly knocked off.
He recognized the type seen so frequently In southern California towns,
the pole, damaged exile whose chance
of reprieve Is conditioned by stern
rules or diet and sobriety. It was the
which must perforce
temperament
translate n personal necessity Into a
religious dogma.
"This gentlemnn's
Just Is Just
looking around," stammered MacLean.
blundering, confused.
The vegetarinn nodded, taking off
his felt sombrero and putting it on a
cbnir with cure.
By this time It wns nppnrent thnt
no one snve Hardin knew of his coming. He wns abend of Marshall's letters. He did not like the fluvor of his
entrance.
"What provision Is being mnde for
the new general manager?"
The question, aimed cnrelessly. hit
the auditor.
"They are not tnlking of filling the
position Just yet," he responded.
"There Is no need nt present. The
work Is going along nicely, better, I
might soy, adjusted as it now is. than
It did before."
"I heard thnt they hod sent a mnn
from the Tucson office to represent
Mr. Marshall."
'Did you hear his name?" stam
mered Ogilvle.
"Rlckard."
The auditor recovered himself. "I
would have heard of It were It true.
I nm in close touch with the Los An
geles office."
'It Is true."
'How do you know?" Ogilvie's dis
may was too sudden ; the flabby facial
muscles betrayed him.
"I'm Ricknrd."
Tlie new general
manager took the swivel chair behind
the flat-todesk. "Sit down. I'd like
to have a talk with you."
'If you will excuse me." Ogilvie's
bluff was as anemic ns his crushed appearance. "I I am busy this morning.
Might I trouble you for a
few minutes? My papers are In this
desk."
Rlckard now knew his mnn to the
shallow depths of his
soul. "If I won't be In your way
I'll hang around here. I've the day to
kill."
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FOUR WARS

English Woman, Veteran of Many
Previous Campaigns, Served in
World Struggle.

well-turne-

Mrs. Teresa Eden Richardson, who
died recently at Bath. England, was a
worker in the hospitals of four wars.
She held the South African medal, ihe
Order of the Crown of Japan, the Japanese Red Cross Order of Merit, two
Greek medals and the 1914 Star.
During the South African war, says
the London Times. Mrs. Richardson
nursed at a hospital at Bloemfonteln,
when the epidemic of enteric fever
tried to the utmost the resources of
the medical staff. Afterward, through
the Japanese minister, she was attached to the Red Cross society of
Japan during the war with Russia.
Later she nursed at Athens during
the war between Greece and Turkey,
and when the present war broke out,
t
years old. she
being then
went to Brlerfort, near Brussels. After
the German armies had occupied that
hosplace she nursed at one of the bompitals of Antwerp throughout the
bardment, she and her maid being the
at her hoonly persons who remained
tel. Mrs. Richardson was one of the
last to leave the town, escaping down
the Scheldt in a coal barge crowded
with refugees. The privation endured
at this period seriously affected ber
health and she was compelled to abandon further attempts to render help
In Red Cross hospitals In London and
Nice.
sixty-eigh-

"I'll Taka You Around."

row.

The engineer moved to the French
windows that opened on the alfalfa
lawn. A vigorous growth of willows
marked the course of New river,
which had rtit so perilously near the
towns. A letter "b," picked out in
quick river vegetation, told the story
of the flood. The old channel there
It was. the curved arm of the "b." one
could tell that by the tall willows bad
been too tortuous, too slow for those
sweeping waters. The flow had divided, cutting the stem of the letter,
carrying the flood waters swifter
down grade. The flow had divided
hm! divided perhaps the danger tool
An Idea In that! He would see that
better from the water tower he'd spied
at entering. Another flood, and a
gamble whether Mexlcali or Calexlco
would get the worst of it. Unless one
was ready.
A levee west of the
American town I
"Excuse me, sir do you need me?"
He turned buck Into the room. He
could see that MacLean was aching to
iff

DRAGGING

ROADS

IN

SPRING

of Proper
Many of Ruts and Bumpe
Can Be Smoothed Out,

By Taking Advantage

Mo-ma-

Most earth and gravel roads are la
bad shape during the entire winter,
largely because of the heavy fall hauling of harvested crops, and the rash
of necessary farm work, which takes
precedence over any kind of road
work. The cold weather strikes them
In this condition and makes each rut
and bump almost as solid as rock, and
In the spring these break down Into
mud.

Traveling over these ruts Is a very
racking, uncomfortable, and sometimes
painful, operation. The rough Jolts require a reduction In speed, cause an
added strain on all classes of hauling

y

thrown-togeth-

Hick-aid'-

.
His' sarcasm
lost in transit
Ogllvie said that Mr. Rlckard would
not be In his way. He would move
his papers into the next room tomor-

the Overland Pacific system. He was
not the sort of man a son could speak
lightly of disobeying.
"Of course everyone calls me Junior."
"I guess you'll go back If he wants
yon to," smiled Rlckard.
"Oh, but what a rotten trick It
would be!" exclaimed the son of the
man of Iron. "To throw me out of
college I was daffy to finish with my
class, and to get me here, to get me In
terestedand then after I've lost my
Carrier Pigeons en Job.
place to pull me back. Why, there ara
In spite of the competition of wirethings happening every day that are a
not lost their
liberal education. They are only Just less, carrier pigeons bare
are carrying messages faithbeginning to understand what they ara Job. They French
and British naval air-backing op against. The Colorado's fully for
even
old engi
an unknown quantity;

J

Ogilvie's Dismay Was Too Sudden.
get out of the room. Ogllvie had visibly withered. A blight seemed to fall
finPlan of Plank Road Drag.
on him as his white,
gers mode a bluff among his papers,
and frequently force the au"Thank you." Rlckard nodded at equipment,
owner to abandon the use of
MacLean, who burst into the outer of- tomobile
bis car for the entire spring rather
fice.
a breakdown.
"It's the new general manager from than risk
Most of the unpleasantness and difBis
Tucson Rickard's his name."
localwhisper ran around the walls of the ficulty may be remedied in many
room, where other arrivals were tilt- ities even in the worst weather, for
"The new general there are times when the worst cut-u- p
ing their chairs.
surface is in fairly good condition
manager I Ogllvie woozled for nothing. You should have seen his face!" for dragging. By taking advantage of
"Did anyone know that he was com- the proper moment, the ruts and bumps
ing?" Silent, the tanned giant, spoke. can be smoothed out and the next
"That's Marshall all over," said freeze will result in a smooth
and wiry, repike that can be favorably
Wooster, bright-eyemoving his pipe. "He likes to move In compared to a concrete highway.
a mysterious way his wonders to perOwing to the fact that the road surform. (Used to sing that when I was face will be rather wet and sticky
Simply, when dragged, greater care must be
a kid!) No announcement.
'Enter Ricknrd.'"
exercised in handling the drag. If the
"More like this," said Silent. "Exit blades of the drag are set vertically,
Enter Rlck- there will be a tendency to scrape op
Hardin. Entej: Ogilvle.
ard."
:oo much earth, or, In the language
"And exit Ogllvie," cried MacLean. of the road man, "Ball up in front"
d shame," burst out Also, if the hitch to the team is set too
"It's a d
Wooster. No one asked him what he near the center, the angle of the drag
meant. Every man In the room was with the road will be too nearly a
thinking of Hardin, whose shadow this right angle, or straight across, to shed
reclamation work was.
or crown the wet earth.
"Whnt's Ricknrd doing?" asked the
Dragging under these conditions
infantile Hercules nt the checkerboard. should be more an "Ironing out the
The force called him Pete, which was wrinkles" process; hence the blades of
a short cut to Frederick Augustus the drag should be given a forward
Bodefeldt
or flatter inclination than when workOgilvie's measure" this ing a dry road. The hitch should be
"Taking
from MacLean.
so arranged that the angle of the drag
"Then he's doing something else by Is more- nearly parallel to the road
this time. That wouldn't take him Ave than ordinary, thus causing the earth
minutes unless he's a gull," snapped to shed better and prevent trouble. For
Wooster, who hated Ogllvie as a rat extremely bad conditions, the use of
does a snake.
the road machine ahead of the drag
will be found effective. In all cases,
the road should be freed of all stumps,
Rlckard moves to save the
snags, and bowlders, as these seriously
valley In what seems to him the
retard good dragging.
do
His
views
way.
possible
only
A little practice will enable the opnot coincide with those of Harerator to do a fairly creditable Job,
din. The next Installment tends
and after a subsequent freeze the road
to Justify the forebodings with
will present a smoother and much more
which Rlckard undertook his
comfortable surface. Then, when the
great task. Do not fail to read it
spring rains come, the road will quickly shed the water that formerly col(TO BE CONTINUED.)
lected In the deep rata, and be dry and
hard long before similar roads not
RABELAIS PROVED A PROPHET dragged.
The present difficulties encountered
Events He Recorded, in Tale for the In getting large amounts of crushed
Now
Have
Become
Nursery,
stone for road repairs necessitates the
Assured Facta.
greatest care in maintaining all road
surfaces in the best possible way withWhen Pantagruel took leave of the out the use of additional materials.
good Gargantua. his royal father, and
took shipping at the port of Thalassa
A Hoe and
8ponge.
for Catay, In upper India, he completed
A thick cultivated soil mulch ts
In fonr months the voyage which It
took the Portuguese three years to one of the best possible ways of
complete, says the Christian Science saving moisture for growing crops.
Monitor. Many leagues then lay be- He that most frequently stirs his soil,
tween father and son, but tbey com- especially In times of drought, reaps,
municated.
That ts the point In turn- other things being equal, more abuning over the leaves of the cure's book dant harvest than If Ullage were negat this bonr, when the dream of the lected.
dominion of the air, which has haunted
the Imaginations of men for centuries,
Character of Community.
Roads Index the character of any
has come true. Pantagruel. busily
making purchases at the fair some- community. They determine Its Imwhere In Asia, bears a Joyful cheer portance. They either limit Its adand sees that one of his father's ad- vance or aid lb If It Isn't worth a
vice boats has arrived "that Ship was good road, It Isn't worth living In
light as a Lark, so that It seem'd rather and land isn't worth what it sells
to fly on the Sea than to sail."
for.
Pantagruel asked Mallcom, the bearer of dispatches, whether he had GonCom In Laying Ration.
ial, the heavenly messenger. "Tea,
Poultrymen who have It will find
Sir, here it Is swadlad up In this Bas- It advantageous to use a larger proket.' It was a grey Pigeon which Pan- portion of corn In their poultry ratagruel caus'd to be undressed and a tions than has generally been recomwhite Ribbon tyd to Its reet The mended.
Pigeon presently flew away and In
two hours It compass'd the air, and
Pure-Bre- d
Poultry.
Pure-breOargantua, hearing It had a white ribpoultry means uniformbon on, was Joyful and secure hi his ity of products. Uniformity of prodson's welfare." That Is Rabelais lit- ucts means Increased profits, If they .
tle story, a tale for the nursery, bat are properly marketed.
Given the
with all the potentialities which, in the same care and feed, pure-bre- d
fowls
fullness of time, have been realised.
will make a better profit than mongrels.
Calls for Big expenditure.
for
If plana
standardizing the gauge
Churning Cream.
of the railways of Australia as recomCream rises better fat a falling temmended by the chief engineers of the
perature. Butter should never be
different lines be carried oat It will touched
with the human hand. Cream
an expenditure of SliMOUOjWU.
does not churn so wen la autuma and
winter.
blue-veine- d

hard-surfac-

d

-

d

vancing line was held op by machine
mrtoviD umroiN nrmmiofui
gun Are, Sergt. Gumperts left the pla
In
toon of which he was
command and
started through a heavy barrage toward the machine gun nest. His two
companions soon became casualties
from berating shells, bat Sergt. Gum
perts continued on alone In the face
of direct fire from the machine gun.
Jumped Into the nest and silenced the By REV. P. B. FITZWATER, D. D.,
of English Bible In the Moody
gun, capturing nine of the crew. Sergt. Teacher
Bible Institute of Chicago.)
Gumperts' home Is at 701 West 178th Copyright. IU1U. bjr Weatero
Kewipaper I'Olon.)
street, New York city.
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Slmmnrtals
Most striking instances
of gallantry (or which
the Distinguished Service
Oom ha boon awaread

On the war department's records
there is a roll of "America's Immor-lals.- "
It is the roll of officers and
men to whom there has been awarded the Distinguished Service Cross
in recognition of acts of unusual
gallantry in action. Behind each of
these awards is a story of surpass
ing bravery that deserves the wid
est publicity, but pages of newspa
per space would be required to print
them all. Officers attached to General Pershing's staff have selected
from the hundreds of official reports
number that typify most strih

KITCHEN
CABINET

Lesson

-- Be

CHARLES F. HOFFMAN, '
Ounnsry Sergeant 49th Company, Sth
Regiment U. 8. M. C.
Sergt. Hoffman received the Distinguished Service Cross for an act of
conspicuous gallantry In action with
the enemy near Chateau-ThierrFrance, June 6, 1918. Immediately
after the company In which Sergt.
Hoffman belonged had reached Its objective on Hill 142, several counterattacks were launched against the line
before the new position bad been consolidated.
Sergt. Hoffman was attempting to organize a position on the
north alone of the bill when he saw
twelve.of the enemy, armed with five
light machine guns, crawling toward
his group. Giving the alarm, he rushed
at the hostile detachment, 'jayonctted
the two leaders, and forced the others
to flee, abundonlng their guns. His
quick initiative and courage routed the
enemy frorr a position from which they
could have swept the hill with machine
gun fire and forced the withdrawal of
our forces. His home Is In Brooklyn,

LESSON FOR MARCH
I8RAEL WARNED AGAINST
PROMISE.
May be used with Temperance

23
COM- -

Apollca-tlona- .)

LESSON TEXT Joshua
GOLDEN TEXT-E- vll
companionship!
Jorrupt good morals.- -1 Corinthians 16:23.
ADDITIONAL
MATERIAL -- Numbers
3:50-6-

Joshua

9:3-2-

Judges

2:1--

School Frocks for Spring

THE
Be pleasant until 10 o'clock in the
morning and the rest of the day will
take care of itself.
There are persons so radiant, so genial, so kind, so pleasure-bearinthat
you Instinctively feel In their presence
that they do you good, whose coming
into a room la like the bringing of a
lamp there. Henry W. Beecher.

f3M

0 If ft
t

Back of the loaf is the snowy flour.
And back of the flour Is the mill;
Back of the mill is the wheat and the
shower,
And the sun and the Father's will.
WHAT 8HALL WE HAVE FOR DIN-

Soup Is always a good beginning for
the ordinary dinner, and the following
will be found a tasty
one:
Chop
Celery Soup.
five stalks of celery and
pound In a mortar. Cook
in a double boiler with
two slices of onion and
four cupfuls of milk 80
minutes. Melt three
tablespoonfuls of butter, add three
tablespoonfuls of flour nnd cook one
minute; then pour on gradually the
hot milk, stirring constantly. Season
f
cupvlth salt and pepper, udd
und
ful of crenin, strain Into a
serve at once.
Potatoes en Casserole. Wash and
pare eight smooth, round potatoes of
uniform size. Cover with cold water
and let stand two hours. Drain, put
In a casserole, sprinkle with ult, odd
a little butter, ullowlng a te.ispoonful
for each potato. Cover and Uuke until
soft, about 45 minutes. Turn every
15 minutes.
Dinner Rolls. Add two tablespoonf
fuls of butter,
tablespoonful
of sugar,
of a teaipoon-fu- l
f
cupof salt to one and
fuls of milk scalded. When warm add
one yeast cake dissolved In two
watet, and
of
three cupfuls of flour. Bent, cover and
f
let rise. Cut down, add
cupful
of flour und beut. Cover nnd let rise
again. Toss on a board nrid knead
thoroughly. Shape In biscuits and roll
Into balls. Arrange on buttered sheets
and let rise; then Imke.
Brussels Sprouts With Chestnuts.
Drttin und suute one qunrt of boiled
sprouts in three tnhlespoonfuls of hut-toof a cupful of butCook
ter wilh two teaspoonfuls of sugar und
til browned ; then add the sprouts,
of n cupful of brown stock,
tenspoonful of beef extract,
teuspoonful of salt, n few grains
of cayenne und two tablespoonfuls of
fruit Juice.
Turnips With Parsley. Cook turnips
cut In cubes until tenner; add butter,
chopped parsley, salt aud puprlka for
seasoning.

FI8H AND SHELL FISH DI8HES.

3:1--

Fish, when It Is obtained fresh, Is
PRIMARY TOPIC-Lov- lng
and obeying one of our most important foods. It
3od. Joshua 2
adds variety to the
JUNIOR TOPIC Standing up for the
diet and is almost
riKht.
INTERMEDIATE
TOPIC
Dangerous
universally liked.
,'ompany.
Oysters Louitane.
Clenn and parJoshua, knowing that his life was
boil one quart of
drawing to a close, summoned the
oysters ; reserve
lenders of Israel to appear before him.
the liquor ; ndd waHe knew the tendencies which the
ter to make one
was developing and the peril
cupfuls. Cook three
Rhlch faced it as his leadership
M aid
Ills Jealousy for fahlesponnfuls of butter with two
coming to an end.
ingly the gallantry and spirit of
Clod and solicitude for them prompted tnhlespoonfuls of chopped red pepper
that made America's
iiim to assemble them and point out and
tablespoonful of chopped
shallot five minutes. Add four tableinvincible.
Here
are
a
the
few
of
irmy
great dangers which confronted
spoonfuls of flour, nud the oyster
:hem.
them:
liquor. I! ring to the boiling point and
I. A Review of What God Had Done
n. y.
season with
f
teaspoonful of
(23:3.
4).
THOMA8 O. NEIBOUR,
'alt, a few dashes of paprika, cayenne
1. God had fought Israel's battles
THEODORE PETERSEN,
and one tahlespunnful of acid fruit
Private, Company M, 187th Infantry.
Med. Det 151at Field Artil- (v. 3). He gave them victory over the Juice.
Arrange in buttered shells, pour
Private Neibour, whose home la at 8ergeant,
which inhabited Canations
strong
lery.
naan.
of this are over the sauce and sprinkle with
evidences
Sugar City, Idaho, was decorated for
Striking
Sergeant Petersen (deceased) was the
conspicuous gallantry In action near decorated
rapture of Jericho and victory at grated Parmesan cheese.
for conspicuous gallantry In Ibeon
Landres-et-SCrab Meat Timbales. Melt three
when the sun stood still at
Georges, France, Octo action at
Peronne, France, March 5, Joshua's conimnnd. This
ber 16, 1018. On the afternoon of Oc
victory had tablespoonfuls of butter; ndd three
an
1918.
wounded
during
Mortally
tober 16, when the Cote de Cbatillen
been secured quickly, which Indicates tablespoonfuls of flour and stir until
had lust been gained after bitter fight enemy bombardment, Sergeant Peter that God hud interposed in their be- viell blended; then pour on grnduully,
minto
too
weak
himself
sen,
though
half.
s
of a
ing, and the summit of that strong bul ister to other wounded
stirring constantly,
soldiers, direct2. God by the hand of Joshua had cupful of milk nnd the same amount
wark in the krlenhlide Stellung was be
In treating the
ed
his
associates
ing organized, private Neibour was wounded and refused to receive assis- apportioned the lnnd among the tribes of cream. Bring to the boiling point,
s
In chapter season with
sent on patrol with his automatic rifle
(v. 4) for an Inheritance.
of a
tance himself until all the others were 24 Josliun rehearses the wonderful
f
of salt, adtl
squad to enfilade enemy machine gun cared
pound of
to
shells
When
for.
gas
began
nests. As I'rivate Neibour gained the
of a pound of
things God had done for the nation crab meat,
men
In
the
directed
fall
the
he
vicinity
down mushrooms, sauted In n little butter,
from
Abraham
extending
ridge he set up his automatic rifle and In
adjusting their masks and was the through the ages.
was directly thereafter wounded in
and one canned pimento, cut in long
II. Points Out the Promises as Yet strips. Fill tlmbnle cases with the
both legs by Are from a hostile machine first to test for gas. He continued
to supervise the treatment of the Unfulfilled (23:5-10mixture und serve.
gun oo his flank. The advance wave
wounded, despite the fact that be was
1. "He shall expel them before you"
of the enemy troops
Fillets of Halibut.
Wipe two
arrival
the
untl)
great
suffering
pain,
which
(v. 5). The actual possession
hud about guiued the ridge and al
slices of hnllbtlt
to
blm
the
sent
who
of
the
surgeon,
hurt
Sod
was
the pledge that he nnd cut into
given
tnougn practically cut oil and sur- rear. He died on
eight fillets. Roll each
reaching the hos would give them full possession. God's
rounded, the remainder of bis detach
and fasten with wooden skewers. ArN. J. PeterMrs.
His
mother,
pital.
ment belug killed or wounded, this
promise was the guarantee of this. In
lives at 99 Central avenue, Osh- - view of God's faithful performance range six thin slices of fat suit pork in
gallant soldier kept his automatic rifle sen,
a pan, cover with one sliced onion,
Wis.
kosh,
In operation to such effect that by his
f all his promises there should be
a bay leaf, broken In bits, and
Pa
no room for doubt.
own efforts and by fire from the skirthe fillets over tills. Cream toplace
D.
JAMES
HERIOT,
2. "One mnn of you shall chase a
mish line of his company at least 100
three tablespoonfuls of butter
gether
yards in his rear, the attack was Corporal, Company I, 118th Infantry, thousand" (v. 10). The reason of this and add the same amount of flour.
was
would
because
God
the
Lord
checked. The enemy wave being halt
near
lived
Provi
who
fight
Corp. Herlot,
Cover the fillets with the mixture and
for them. To have the Lord fight for
Ml and lying prone, four of the enemy dence, S. C, was decorated for con
sprinkle with buttered cracker crumbs.
attacked Private Neibour at close spicuous bravery, resulting In his as is to have the assurance of victory Bake In a hot oven.
how
how
of
or
few
Oc
These
he
many.
regardless
He
killed.
then death, at
France,
Quarters.
Sardine Cocktails. Skin, bone nnd
3. The condition upon which these
moved along among the enemy lying tober 12, 1918.
Into small pieces one box of
separate
would
be
"Be
realized.
on the ground about him, In the midst
Whether the world Is blue or rosy
(1)
Corp. Herlot, with four other sol promises
Mix a cupfjil of tomato
sardines.
dependH upon the kind of spectacles
of the fire from his own lines, and by diers, organized a combat group, and very courageous" (v. 6). At a tlmo
two
of we wenr; 'tis our glasses, not the world
teasponnfuls
bis coolness and gallantry captured attacked an enemy machine guc nest like this it required courage to look to catchup,
that needs attention.
f
Worcestershire
sauce,
God
all
the nation's needs. (2)
for
eleven prisoners at the point of his pis-l- which had been inflicting heavy cas
of
tabasco
the
of
sauce,
juice
FOOD FOR THE FAMILY.
!
In
written
ana, although painfully wounded, ualties on his company. In the ad "Keep and do all that
a lemon : add the sardines and season
brought tbem back to our lines. The vance two of his men were killed, and the law of Moses" (v. 6). Fidelity to with salt. Chill
thoroughly and serve
Some of the dishes that were comcounter-attacin full force was ar- because of heavy fire from all sides, God's law wa- essential.
Turning In
mon a generation ago may be revived
scallop shells on crushed Ice.
rested, to a large extent, by the single the remaining two sought shelter. Un- aside in nny particular would" forfeit
and will find great wel
efforts of this soldier, whose heroic ex mindful of the hazard attached to bis their cluims upon him. (3J "Keep
One of these Is
come.
aloof
from
the
Canaanttes"
(v.
fixed
took
7).
with
A happy man or woman Is a better
ploits
bayo
place against the skyline mission, Corp. Herlot,
Pie.
This
was
find
note
to
Washington
obtain
to
with
than
a
Id fall view of his entire battalion.
separation
thing
net, alone charged the machine gun,
Cream
cupdemonstrate
the
they
practically
reference
to
them
(a)
a
marriage among
making his way through the fire for
theorem of the llvableness of life.
ful of butter, ndd one
U
distance of thirty yards, and forcing (h) Idolatrous customs. (4) Cleave
R. L. Stevenson.
EDWARD C. ALLWORTH,
cupful of sugar graduGod
unto
(v. 8).
'
the enemy to surrender. During this wholly
ally, two eggs, well beatCaptain, 60th Infantry.
III. Solemn Warnings Issued (23:
he received several wounds In
exploit
f
en and
cupful of
Capt. Allworth won the Distin the arm, and later In the same day,
MORE GOOD THINGS.
milk.
Then ndd one an-1. Take good heed that you love God
guished Service Cross for bravery In while charging another nest, he was
t,
cupfuls of flour mixed an-action at
France, No- killed.
sincerely (v. 11). Love to God is the
f
two and
of
with
unsifted
A
slices
side
teaspooncooked
few
vember 6, 1918. While his company
pork,
sum
total of duty toward him.
Pa
was crossing the Meime river and canal
2. Refrain from Intecmnrrlage among til brown, nnd a gravy made by using fuls of baking powder. Bnke In round
DONALD M. CALL,
two
of layer tins nnd put sweetened nnd flatnhlespoonfuls
at a bridgehead opposite
the Canaanttes (v. 12). For God's peothe fat with two table- vored whipped cream as n filling nnJ
the bridge over the canal was de Second Lieutenant, Company B, Tank ple to Intermarry among the heathen
Corps.
spoonfuls of flour, well on top. Raspberry Jnm may be used
is to set in motion influences which
stroyed by shell fire and Capt. All
blended, makes a nice In place of the cream if preferred.
Lieut. Call was decorated for con would Issue In confusion and disaster.
worth's command became separated,
Tomato Soup. Cook one can of todish to serve vlth baked
3. God
will make the heathen
part of It being on the east bank of the spicuous bravery in action near Varen-nematoes, two cupfuls of water, two
potatoes.
canal and the remainder on the west
France, September 26, 1918. Dur- snares, traps and scourges Instead of
Fried Salt Pork, Coun- slices of onion. 12 pepper corns, fou
bank. Seeing his advance units mak ing an operation against enemy ma- giving victory over them (v. 13).
try Style. Cut salt pork cloves, a bit of bay leaf, nnd two tea4. Evil things will come upon them
ing slow headway up the steep slope chine gun nests west of Varennes,
Force
In thin slices nnd gash spoonfuls of sugar, 20 minutes.
ahead, this officer mounted the canal Lieut. Call, then corporal, was In a Just ns good things hod been done for
bank and called for his men to follow. tank with an officer, when half of the them even to their destruction (v. IB). each rind several times. Dip In torn- - through a sieve, ndd a teaspoonful of
of a teaspoonful
meal and flour, using two pnrts corn salt anil
5. The wrath of God kindled
Plunging In he swam across the canal turret was knocked off by a direct ar
against meal to one of flour.
Melt two tablespoonfuls of
Fry lu a hot fry- - of soda.
under fire from the enemy, followed by tillery hit. Choked by gas from the hlgh-- them fv. 10).
Ing pan until crjsp and brown. Re- - butter, add three tnhlespoonfuls of
his men. Inspiring his men by his ex exploslve shell, he left the tank and
move from the pan and strain the fat; flour, nnd stir until well blended; then
Work
Soul.
bole
a
shell
cover
in
Upon
Refining
took
of
led
yards
he
thirty
them
Thy
ample
gallantry,
up the
To
us
to two tablespoonfuls of fat add three pour on gradually while stirring the
hot
our
of
officer
did
eartliliness
purge
the
and
that
the
Seeing
lope, joining
pla- away.
toons in front. By his personal leader follow, and thinking that he might be dross, and purify our souls, and make tablespoonfuls of flour and, when well hot liquid. Bring to a boiling point
and strain.
a
ship he forced the enemy back for alive, Corp. Call returned to the tank them meet for the inheritance of the blended, ndd cupful of milk, salt and
Baked Halibut. Arrange six slices
f
more than a kilometer, overcoming ma- under Intense machine gun and shell saints and the society of angels npd pepper to tnste, and one and
of fat snlt pork In n dripping pan.
chine gun nests and capturing a hun- fire and carried the officer over a mile the presence of our God, we require cupfuls of hot boiled potato cubes.
Chicken Gumbo. Cook one onion, Cover with one sliced onion nnd a bit
dred prisoners, whose number exceed under machine gun and sniper fire to not only sprinklings and washings and
a
slice
ed that of the men In his command. safety. Lieut. Call's home is at Larcb-mon- t lustrations of water and blood, but finely chopped, In four tablespoonfuls of bay leaf. Wipe over
the pork and
more searching purities still, even bap- of butter five minutes, stirring con- of halibut and place
Manor, N. Y.
The exceptional courage and leaderMnsk with three tnhlespoontisms of fire und fierce meltings as of stantly. Add one quart of chicken onion.
Hi
ship displayed by Capt. Allworth made
f
can of okra, two fuls of flour mixed with three of butsliver In the Refiner's crucible. Tou stock nnd
of a
possible the
s
CHARLES DISALVO,
r
or salt,
a green ter. Cover with
cupful
bridgehead over the canal and the suc- Private, 'Company B, 354th Infantry. must first take nwuy the dross from teaspoonfuls
50 minutes.
crumbs.
Bake
buttered
of
to
and
taste.
the
ere
puprlka
there can come forth pepper, chopped,
silver,
cessful advance of other troops. Capt.
Private Dlsalvo (deceased) was dec n vessel for the finer, and If the pre- Bring to the boiling point nnd simmer Serve with a sauce made from the fat
Allwortb's home Is at Crawford, Wash
In the pan.
Thicken with flour and
orated for conspicuous gallantry in cious metal must be very pure the 40 minutes.
ington.
milk.
f
action near Remonville, France, No hent of the refiner's crucible must be
Prune Pie. Wash
pound of ndding
B
Boston Brown Bread. Mix nnd sift
When the combat very intense. But is not the heat of prunes and sonk In water to rover.
vember 1, 1918.
LOUIS CUKELA,
group, of which be was a member, bad the furnace the special care of the Cook In the same water until soft. Re- one cupful of rye meal, one cupful of
Lieutenant, 5th Regiment, U. 8. Mf C. been halted by enemy machine guns, refiner? His heart Is touched most move the stones, cut the prunes In cornmeal, one cupful of grahiitn flour,
s
of snlt,
Lieutenant Cukela was decorated Private Dlsalvo alone charged for keenly with sympathy for thee, and quarters and mix with hnlf a cupful of one teaspoonful
of a cupful of molasses and
ward. Attacking the Best, be killed he only waits to withdraw thee from sugar and a tablespoonful of lemon
for conspicuous gallantry near
Stir until
France, inly 18, 1918. When one gunner and forced the rest to the fiery trial the moment It hath Juice.- Line a pie plate with paste, two cupfuls of sour milk.
his company, advancing through a surteoder. His act enabled the group done its refining work upon thy soul cover with prunes, pour over the liquor well mixed, turn into a buttered mold
f
and steam three nnd
hours.
During
Rev. R. Rankin.
wood, met with strong resistance, from to continue their advance.
(one and a half tablespoonfuls), dot
s
full and cover
an enemy strong point Lieutenant Cu- the charge on the nest he was so seri
with bits of butter and dredge with Fill the mold
Peace and Righteousness.
one tablespoonful of flour. Bake with closely.
kela, then a sergeant, crawled out from ously wounded that ,he died on the
Brown bread may be dipped In wathe flank and made his way toward the field. His widow lives at 8305 ArlingRighteousness means victory with a top crust.
ter and heated In a hot oven, making
German llae In the face of heavy Are, ton avenue, St Louis. Mo.
two
the help of the Spirit of God over our
Cook
of
Cream
Spinach Soup.
Pi
selves, over our Inclinations, our pas quarts of spinach 30 minutes In three tlie bread as fresh as If Just steamed.
disregarding the warnings of his
our
radea. He succeeded In getting behind
our
sions,
whole
sinful cupfuls of boiling water. Drain, chop
tempers,
JOHN J. KELLY,
the enemy posltloav. Rushing a machine Private 78th Company, 6th Regiment, natures. There Is no peace without and rub through a sieve ; add four cupgun emplacement; he killed the crew
victory In the spiritual life, and I am fuls of chicken stock, heat to boiling
U. 8. M. C.
Inclined to think that holds good be- point, bind with four tablespoonfuls of
with his bayonet With German hand
was
decorated
for gal tween men and nations. There
Modern Modes.
Private Kelly
Is no butter and a third of a cupful of flour,
grenades he then bombed oat the reMont
action at Blanc
Long, loose sleeves of transparent
maining portion of the strong point. lantry laOctober 8, 1918. Private Ridge, peace until righteousness Is done. The cooked together ; then add two cupfuls
Kelly
France,
said : "They have healed also of milk. Season with salt and pepper. material button from top to bottom on
His home Is in Minneapolis, Minn.
ran through our own barrage 100 yards Prophet
Season three the Inside seam. Short coats feature
the hurt of my people slightly, saying
Pimento Potatoes.
in advance of the front line and at Peace, Peace, when there Is no
SYDNEY 0. GUMPERTZ,
hot riced potatoes wltt three double pockets and sleeves sewed Into
of
peace.'
cupfuls
tacked an enemy machine gun nest
f
must be righteousness toward tablespoonfuls of butter,
a cup-fu- the armholes without fullness. Eve
First' Sergeant, Company E, 132nd killing the gunner with a grenade. There
God and our fellowmen If there Is to
and salt to taste. Beat vig- ning gowns are trimmed with Inch- of
cream,
Infantry.
shooting another member of the crew be peace and good will on earth.
wide
satin ribbon applied
f
orously five minutes. Add one and
Sergt. Gnmperti was decorated for with his pistol and returned through
cut In bits and In rows and rows on tulle. On frocks
canned
pimentos
gallantry beyond the call of duty in the barrage with eight prisoners. PriIf We 8uffer.
forced through a strainer; beat until of satin or trlcolette appllqued fur
action in the Boise de Forgee, France, vate Kelly's borne la at 8149 Klmbark
we suffer, we shall also reign well blended. Reheat and pile on a fabrics( also appllqued velvet, make
"If
September 26, 1918. When the ad avenue, Chicago, HL
excellent trimming.
with him." says St. Paul. What a hot serving dish.
crown Is that for this, O sufferer I
"Thy pains and sickness are all cured;
BROWNING.'
HIGH IDEALS.
IMPROVED LIGHTSHIP BELL.
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Make Beat Use of Time.
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Every
thy
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Probably the writer who most
head and heart, thy hunger and the use of time. One may be faster of hot metals hardens them. Thai
which la made to ring automatically quently refused money was Robert ing
thirst, thy sleep and labor, are all than another, but there are usually the opposite Is true has recently beet
by means of a highly ingenious device Browning, the poet During the last gone. Oh;
what a
change Is compensating conditions that equalize demonstrated In striking fashion by
which utilises the gaa as It passes 25 years of his life editors offered this which shines as mighty
Not always to the swift Is the General Electric company. Ons
the
from the tanks to the lantern, to actu- large sums for a abort poem from his the firmament!" Baxter. brightness of things.
the race. Many a tortoise has beaten of their scientists annealed American
ate the bell clapper. The light is not pen. But Browning said "No." He
hares la life. It'a the ase of the hours Ingot iron surrounded by hydrogen
Interfered with In. the slightest degree told his friends when they" pointed out
that counts. Make the minutes hum gas for three hours at a temperature
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of
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operation
Real happiness will come, not it with well directed Industry and yon above 1,000 degrees Fahrenheit The
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The advent of Lent finds mothers
devoting their time to spring outfitting
for the children In addition to their
own, which is n more difficult matter.
But the quiet of Lent allows time to
consider tilings. Spring has already
been heralded, for weeks, In the shop,
by displays of children's frocks made
tif wash fabrics, for school and other
wear. Nothing stnrtllngly new In fabrics has instructed attention from our
favorites for children's wear,
hut tlie season Is distinguished by the
unexcelled excellence in design of the
new garments for tlie younger generation and by attractive and refined colorings in the materials used for making them.
I'lald and plain glnglinms nud cham- brays still lead In the practical procession of cotton goods, followed by
percales, poplins and other heavy
weaves.
It Is a satisfaction to lie told
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by buyers that these American goods)
are dyed with American dyes in colors1
that are permanent us well as soft
and pleasing.
A school dress, for a girl anywhere
from twelve to seventeen, shown In the
picture above, Is a combination of s
plain color with white in yoke, buttons nnd simulated button holes. The
styles for girls of this age the "flup-perthat still like to romp, have run
to plain skirts and overgarments more
or less like the middy or sweater coat.
Big flat pearl buttons may be considered a fad of the season and a very
pretty means of simple ornamenting
that may be allowed on dresses for
school and pluy.
With tlie servlce-nlilcanvas shoes we can
see lu this outfit a garb thnt Is all
right for tennis, basketball, and various other pastimes, ns well ns for
schoolroom
and street wear.
s"
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In the Realm of Negligees
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There are negligees nnd negligees;
some of them elaborate and filmy
of eh I Hon or crepe and lace, that
float about the figure In lovely color
tints. Many are innde of thin silks or
crepe de chine, others of sheer cottons.
But the story of the variety of fabrics
used is short when compared to the
story of variety in design. We can
spend our hours of ease in clothes from
fur Japan or China or India, or In
garments adapted from these oriental
sources. Or we cun look to various
periods in French or other history for
Inspirations und go ns far as we like
iu adaptations of them. It Is ir. negligees that we are fancy free.
Among the prettiest and most practical styles are those In which the
negligee Is In one piece and made of
taffeta silk in light colors. Lnce or
net, and often both, are used with this
crisp, shimmering silk, ami ribbons are
a matter of course on all negligees.
Each of these contributes Its share
toward making the qtinint nnd youthful
gnrment with easy, flowing lines, pictured here. It looks like an n tuple
coat over n long skirt, but Is nil In one
piece. A flounce of ince headed with
a cording accounts for the cont effect,
aided by two pntch pockets with
flounces across the top. Lace is gathered about the bottom of the robe and
finishes the very full, flowing sleeves
that are cut
length. It
three-quttrte-

The Long Basque.
There is a very decided tendency toward the
basque, which
crushes in at the wulstlite and is finished below with a cordinr. Some models are made pointed front and back.
While this style Is shown extensively
In taffetas and satins it is probably
more used in eveuing gowns than in
other frocks. The bloused bodice is
I own in evening and dinner gowns, as
for instance, one model has a bodice,
lat In front and bloused ir back, made
of Dink net embroidered lavishly la

is tlie logical heck finish. Narrow rib-liin a rosette with ends Is posed at
the lop nf the front fastening and
forms a loose sash with bow anil ends
nt tlie front that Is tacked about thu

waist.
Taffeta coats, about as long as a
inaiiilariii coat, worn over lacy petticoats arc beautiful, and to be recommended, especially for morning wear.
They are often trimmed with cord covered with taffeta.. This order Is reversed in negligees having silk petticoats of taffeta or crepe de chine, with
little coats of net or silk, trimmed wltb
nnrrow luce frills, over them.

Sport Shoes for Summer Wear.
thut Red Cross work, moto
driving nnd various other activities
attendant upon the war !re diminishing, there will be more time for golt
and tennis, and a consequent increase-Ithe demand for sport shoes.
Now

Collar With Vest Front.
An exquisite collar with vest frnnf,
particularly desirable foi a dress o
cloth or velvet. Is of ecru gem-gette-,
embroidered in navy blue silk cord and
silk floss.

colored beads combined with n draped
rutin skirt.

d

Odd Hat Decoration.
Strands of Christinas tinsel nre
Interspersed with flues of glycerfned
ostrich for ponipou effects that cove
entire turbans.

The Influence.
"How airy ami uppish that woman

is!"

"I suppose it Is on account of he

hating married an aviator."

Will Eraet Handsome Church
What will be one of the largest and
church buildings behandsomest
tween El Paso and Tucumcari, will
be erected at Tularosa by the Methodist organization in that city, who
plan to build a $12,000 church. The
trustees expect to have the edifice
completed and ready for .occupancy
by the first of October this year.

occupied a prominent place In the
closing part of the session, and it is
probable that an extra session of
the legislature will be called in
October to complete fiscal plans and
make the necessary appropriation out
of funds which it is expected the
people will vote or that purpose at
the polls next September.
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Swastika Coal, Cerrillos
Kinds
Steam Coal; Madrid,
Anthracite
Madrid Smithing Coal, Cord and
Sawed Wood, Factory Kindling.
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Save Wheat and Meat by Eating
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Unbelievable Bargains!
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POWER RATE
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prices to sensationally low figures.
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TAILGWG CO.
Chicago

Ordar your Easter Suit today. Come
end see the Immensity of this giant
sale. Examine our superb new Spring
fabrics. See our swagger new styles.
We have them all waist seams, belts,
peg tops, etc.
Absolute, satisfaction guaranteed.
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FRANK P. GORMU3Y

Santa Fe9 IN. iVI.
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